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In the age of globalization, knowledge needs to be barrier-free and an effective 

Machine Translation (MT) system is suppose to do this with the help of emerging 

language technology which will be less time consuming as well as economic for the 

users. But this is a challenge for MT system developers to produce a reasonably good 

translation output to the common user so that it may be acceptable to them and there 

would not be a requirement of post editing in that output. Then only it may be claimed 

that MT can quickly provide barrier free knowledge in low cost and it will be bridging 

the gap between different language speakers. After that, it may be also useful for e

leaming and e-govemance as well. In order to provide comprehensible translation, an 

MT system should be capable of transferring the source language sentence into the 

correct syntactic structure of the target language. There is no doubt in the efficiency 

of machine as a quick performer but making a machine intelligent to produce a good 

output in Natural Language Processing (NLP), specially in MT, needs an 

understanding of language at syntactic and semantic levels. For this understanding, a 

comparative study of the syntax of Source Language (SL) and Target Language (TL) 

is required to find out the language contrast which is challenging to be mapped by a 

machine. Although languages within a family may seem easier to translate with the 

help of machine but a closer look into the structures of those languages provides some 

contrasts and difficulties. To handle the language contrasts between SL and TL at NP 

level, one has to look into the different aspects of each component in a meaningful 

sentence of SL and TL to know their functions in different contexts. While translating 

texts from SL to TL, a human translator may try to translate sentences as close to the 

meaning of source language and the structure of the target language as possible but 

the machines have a hard time translating these structures. A machine has to be taught 

the grammars of the two languages and the significant differences as well for the 

output to be as close to the input as possible. In this process, each type of component 

in a SL sentence needs to be listed at the level of NP. The contrasts found in the 

syntax can be mapped by writing the Transfer Grammar Rules to produce a 

reasonable output in TL. The present research is an attempt to understand the 

syntactic differences between Sanskrit (SL) and Hindi (TL) at Noun Phrase (NP) level 
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to evolve cross-linguistic model for Indian languages and write Transfer Grammar 

rules for Sanskrit-Hindi Machine Translation (SHMT). 

There are 22 scheduled languages in India and MT activities are going on from mid 

80s and early 90s between different language pairs. Some important MT systems are 

available for English to Indian Languages (IL) and IL to IL since more than two 

decades but SHMT is respectively new and it has to cover a long distance to produce 

a good output having less scope for post editing. This goal (SHMT) has a big 

c~allenge of handling NP and comparative study ofNP between both languages is not 

done in theoretical linguistics -yet, so this work is required to find out the issues and 

possible solution. 

Sanskrit and Hindi are considered structurally close owing to genealogical relations. 

However, on a closer look, Hindi appears to have diverged significantly more in terms 

of structure than in lexical ingenuities. Gender, number distinctions, ergative, 

postposition, verb group, double causative, echo are some (among many) remarkable 

structural innovations that Hindi has gone through over the ages. While the structure 

of Sanskrit vibhakti was fairly organized, the same may not be true for Hindi. As we 

know that Sanskrit is an inflectional language and has respectively free word order, 

when Sanskrit is translated into Hindi by MT systems (being developed by a 

consortium of institutes) it has problems in Hindi structural transformation and in 

handling NP - mainly word order in output, case markers and modifier-modified 

identification. We have no exhaustive grammar in Hindi compared to Sanskrit to 

make the task easier. There is a need of a comparative study of Sanskrit and Hindi 

syntax. To get syntactically good Hindi translation from Sanskrit, it will help us in 

making Transfer Grammar rules as well. 

This work contains the following four Chapters: 

Chapter 1: Machine Translation in Indian Languages 

In this chapter, MT work in Indian Languages is discussed. After giving a brief note 

on MT work on different IL pairs, Sanskrit-Hindi MT (SHMT) and work done in 
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SHMT is discussed. How the present research work is different from the previous 

works, is the last point of this chapter. 

Chapter 2: Sanskdt-Hindi Noun Phrase 

In this chapter, first the brief concept of Noun Phrase in modem linguistics is 

presented. Then the notion of Sanskrit NP is discussed. Here it is noticed that NP term 

is used by different scholars but there is a general paucity of literature in this area So, 

here it is tried to present a hypothesis about the possible concept ofNP in Sanskrit. 

Chapter 3: Challenges in Sanskrit Hindi NP Mapping 

In this chapter, direct transfer translation approach is adopted to identify the 

difference between Sanskrit-Hindi Syntax. The following topics are discussed in this 

Chapter: 

• Challenges in case mapping 

• Different vibhaktis in a particular case in Sanskrit 

• Hindi cases and their different usage 

• Vibhakti Divergence between Sanskrit and Hindi 

• Challenges in indeclinable mapping 

• Challenges in mapping compound nominals 

• Challenges in mapping adjectives 

• Challenges in mapping plural words used for a singular 

• Challenges in Mapping Word order 

Chapter 4: Transfer grammar for Sanskrit Hindi NP mapping: 

In this chapter, transfer approach has been discussed for h-andling the challenges 

found in Sanskrit Hindi NP mapping. The challenges are divided into two levels: first 

the challenges that can be handled at generation level and second which can be 

handled at transfer level. Here the rules for handling challenges at transfer level are 

written. The challenges at generation level can be handled by improving the Hindi 

generator which is implemented in the Sampark system. 
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MACHINE TRANSLATION IN INDIA 
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1.1 Introduction 

"The mechanization of translation has been one of humanity's oldest dreams. In the 

twentieth century it has become a reality, in the form of even computer programs 

capable of translating a wide variety of texts from one natural language into another. 

But, as ever, reality is not perfect. There are no 'translating machines' which, at the 

touch of a few buttons, can take any text in any language and produce a perfect 

translation in any other language without human intervention or assistance. That is an 

ideal for the distant future, if it is __ even achievable in principle, which many doubt".' 

"MT is part of a wider sphere of 'pure research' in computer based Natural Language 

Processing in Computational Linguistics and Artificial Intelligence, which explore the 

basic mechanisms of language and mind by modeling and simulation in computer 

programs. Research on MT is closely related to these efforts, adopting and applying 

both theoretical perspectives and operational techniques to translation processes, and 

in tum offering insights and solutions from its particular problems. In addition, MT 

can provide a 'test-bed' on a larger scale for theories and techniques developed by 

small-scale experiments in computational linguistics and artificial intelligence"? 

"Most translation in the world is not of texts which have high literary and cultural 

status. The great majority of professional translators are employed to satisfy the huge 

and growing demand for translations of scientific and technical documents, 

commercial and business transactions, administrative memoranda, legal 

documentation, instruction manuals, agricultural and medical text books, industrial 

patents, publicity leaflets, newspaper reports, etc. Some of this work is challenging 

and difficult. But much of it is tedious and repetitive, while at the same time requiring 

accuracy and consistency. The demand for such translations is increasing at a rate far 

beyond the capacity of the translation profession. The assistance of a computer has 

clear and immediate attractions".3 

1 http://www.hutchinsweb.rne.uk/lntroMT-l.pdfp-1 web accessed on 71
h June 2011 12:50 PM. 

2 http://www.hutchinsweb.rne.uk/lntroMT-l.pdfp-2. web accessed on 7th June 2011 12:50 PM. 
3 http://www.hutchinsweb.rne.uk/IntroMT-l.pdfp-2. web accessed on 7th June 2011 12:50 PM. 
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In the age of Intemet, the multiplicity of languages makes it even more necessary to 

have sophisticated machine translation systems. Many machine translation projects 

and related activities are going on in the country and abroad. Hence, it is essential to 

find out the current state of teclmology specially in Indian languages for this research 

work. R M K Sinha says that the MT work in India started in early eighties when they 

proposed using Sanskrit as Interlingua for translation to and from Indian languages.4 

Salil Badodekar5 has presented a detailed survey of MT researches in India till dated 

31/08/2003 which is a very useful source for knowing MT researches in India. Further 

Dwivedi and Sukhdeve6 have presented the latest development in this area. On the 

basis of these articles and the latest updates on TOIL website7
, the MT research in 

India has been presented in this chapter which is divided into two parts. First part 

deals with the different MT Systems for Indian Languages (other than Sanskrit) and 

second part deals with the works done in the area of Sanskrit Computational 

Linguistics. 

1.2. MT Systems for Indian Languages 

1.2.1. Anglabharati8: The AnglaBharti project was launched at the Indian Institute of 

Technology; Kanpur in 1991 for Machine aided Translation from English to Indian 

languages. Sinha et a/. (200 1) has pioneered Machine Translation research in India. 

The approach and lexicon of the system is general-purpose with provision for domain 

customization. A machine-aided translation system specifically designed for 

translating English to Indian languages. English is a SVO language while Indian 

languages are SOY and are relatively of free word order. Instead of designing 

4 "Computer processing oflndian languages and scripts -Potentialities and Problems", Jour. of Inst. 
Electron. & Telecom. Engrs., vol.30,no.6, 1984. 
5 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/Translation-survey/survey.pdf 
6 Machine Translation System in Indian Perspectives; Journal of Computer Science 6 (1 0): 1082-
1087, 2010; ISSN 1549-3636 © 2010 Science Publications 
7 http://www.tdil-dc.in/ 
8 http://www.iitk.ac.in/ 
http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/users/langtechlhist.htm 
http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/users/langtech!anglabharti.htm 
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translators for English to each Indian language, AnglaBharti uses a (Dave et a/.,2001) 

pseudo-interlingua approach. It analyses English only once and creates an 

intermediate structure called Pseudo Lingua for Indian Languages (PLIL). In 

AnglaBharti they use rule based system with context free grammar like structure for 

English, A set of rules obtained through corpus analysis which is used to distinguish 

conceivable constituents. Overall, the AnglaHindi (Sinha & Jain, 2003) system 

attempts to integrate example-based approach with rule-based and human engineered 

post-editing. AnglaBharti is a pattern directed rule based system with context free 

grammar (Sinha and Jain, 2003) like structure for English (source language) which 

generates a 'pseudo-target' (PLIL) applicable to a group of Indian languages (target 

languages). A set of rules obtained through corpus analysis is used to identify 

plausible constituents with respect to which movement rules for the PLIL is 

constructed. The idea of using PLIL is primarily to exploit structural similarity to 

obtain advantages similar to that of using Interlingua approach. The intermediate 

language structure has the word and word-group order as per the structure of the 

group of target languages. It also uses some example-base to identify noun and verb 

phrases and resolve their ambiguities. The system is a machine aided translation 

system for translation between English to Hindi, for the specific domain of Public 

Health Campaigns. 

1.2.2. Anusaaraka by Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur and University of 

Hyderabad9
: Anusaaraka (1995) project which started at liT Kanpur by Prof. Rajeev 

Sangal and his team including Prof Chaitanya and Amba Kulkarni It is now being 

continued at lilT Hyderabad. It was started with the explicit aim of translation from 

one Indian language to another. The project was funded by Technology Development 

in Indian Languages (TDIL), Govt of India and Satyam Computers Private Limited. 

Anusaarakas have been built from Telugu, Kannada, Bengali, Punjabi and Marathi to 

Hindi. It is domain free but the system has been applied mainly for translating 

9 http://www.iiit.net/ltrc/ 
http://www .iiit.netlltrc/ Anusaaraka/anu_ home.html 
http://www.iiit.net/ltrc/Publications/anu _ brief.html 
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children's stories. Anusaaraka aims for perfect "information preservation". In fact, 

Asnusaaraka output follows the grammar of the source language (where the grammar 

rules differ and cannot be applied with 100% confidence). For Example, a Bengali to 

Hindi Anusaaraka can take a Bengali text and produce output in Hindi which can be 

understood by the user but will not be grammatically perfect. An e-mail server been 

established for the Anusaaraka. To run the Anusaaraka on a given text, e-mail has to 

be sent with the name of the language in the subject line. For example, if 'Telugu' is 

put in the subject line, it involuntarily runs the Telugu to Hindi Anusaaraka. The focus 

in Anusaaraka is not mainly on machine translation, but on language access between 

Inrlfan languages. Anusaaraka systems can be obtained from their website 10
• They are 

currently attempting an English-Hindi Anusaaraka machine translation system. 

Anusaaraka mainly focuses on language access between Indian languages, using 

principles of Paninian Grammar (PG) (Bharati et al., 1995) and exploiting the close 

similarity of Indian languages. Badodkar11 states in brief that the task of building an 

MT System is subdivided into two parts. The first module (called core anusaaraka) 

does language-based analysis: It takes all the information in the source text and 

resents it in its output, in an intermediate language that is quite close to the target 

language. The second module may do domain specific knowledge based processing, 

statistical processing, etc. in which it may utilize world knowledge, frequency 

information, concordances, etc. to produce output in the target language. 

1.2.3. MANTRA by Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, 

Bangalore12
: MAchiNe assisted TRAnslation tool (MANTRA) (1999). It translates 

English text into Hindi in a precise domain of personal administration, specifically 

gazette notifications,~ office orders, office memorandums and circulars. Initially, the 

Mantra system was started with the translation of administrative document such as 

appointment letters, notification and circular issued in central government from 

English to Hindi. It is based on the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) formalism from 

University of Pennsylvania. It uses Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LT AG) 

10 http://www.iiit.net/ltrc/ Anusaaraka/anu home.html 
11 http://www .cfilt.iitb.ac. in/Translation-survey/survey. pdf 
12 http://www.cdacindia.com/html/aboutlsuccess/mantra.asp 
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(Bandyopadhyay, 2004) to represent the English as well as the Hindi grammar. Tree 

Adjoining Grammar (TAG) is used for parsing and generation. It is based on 

synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar and uses tree transfer for translating from 

English to Hindi. The system is tailored to deal with its narrow subject domain. The 

Mantra has become part of "The 1999 Innovation Collection" on inf01mation 

technology at Smithsonian institution's National museum of American history, 

Washington DC, USA. This system can be obtained from the C-DAC website 

(http://cdac.inlhtmllaai/mantra.asp) or by contacting Dr. Hemant Darbari. This project 

was funded by the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. The grammar is specially designed to 

accept, analyze and generate sentential constructions in "Officialese" domain. 

Similarly, the lexicon is suitably restricted to deal with meanings of English words as 

used in its subject domain. The system is ready for use in its domain. The system is 

developed for the Rajya Sabha Secretariat, the Upper House of Parliament of India. It 

translates the proceedings of parliament such as study to be laid on the table, Bulletin 

Part-I and Part-II. This system also works on other language pairs such as English

Bengali, English-Telgu, English-Gujarati and Hindi-English and also among Indian 

languages such as Hindi-Bengali and Hindi-Marathi. The Mantra approach is general, 

but the lexicon/grammar has been limited to the sub-language of the domain. 

1.2.4. AnglaBharti-11: AnglaBharti-11 (2004) (Sinha, 2004) addressed many of the 

shortcomings of the earlier architecture. It uses a Generalized Example-Base (GEB) 

for hybridization besides a Raw Example-Base (REB). During the development 

phase, when it was found that the modification in the rule-base was difficult and 

might result in unpredictable results, the example-base has been grown interactively 

by augmenting it. At the time of actual usage, the system first attempts a match in 

REB and GEB before invoking the rule-base. In AnglaBharti-11, provision were made 

for automated pre-editing and paraphrasing, The purpose of automatic pre-editing 

module is to transform/paraphrase the input sentence to a form which is more easily 

translatable. Automated pre-editing may even fragment an input sentence if the 

fragments are easily translatable and positioned in the final translation. Such 

fragmentation may be triggered in case of a failure of translation, by the 'failure 

analysis' module. The failure analysis consists of heuristics on speculating what might 
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have gone wrong. The entire system is pipelined with various sub modules. All these 

have contributed significantly to greater accuracy and robustness to the system. 

1.2.5. AnglaHindi13
: AnglaHindi is English to Hindi version of the AnglaBharti 

which uses example-base and statistics to obtain more acceptable and accurate 

translation for frequently encountered noun and verb phrases. Besides using all the 

modules of Anglabharii, AnglaHindi also makes use of an abstracted example-base. 

The example base is statistically derived from the corpus. Ambiguities in the 

meanings of the verb phrases are also resolved using an approp1iate distance function 

in the example base. The system is claimed to generate approximately 90% acceptable 

translation in case of simple, compound and complex sentences up to a length of 20 

words. Jt has provisions for augmenting its abstracted example-base specific to an 

application domain. This not only eliminates the alternative translations but also 

generates more accurate and acceptable translation. The AnglaHindi system attempts 

to integrate example-based approach with rule-base and human engineered post

editing14. 

1.2.6. Anubharti15
: Anubharti (2004) (Sinha, 2004) approach for machine-aided

translation is a hybridized example-based machine translation approach that is a 

combination of example-based, corpus-based approaches and some elementary 

grammatical analysis. The example-based approaches follow human-learning process 

for storing knowledge from past experiences to use it in future. In Anubharti, the 

traditional EBMT (Gupta and Chatterjee, 2003) approach has been modified to reduce 

the requirement of a large example-base. This is done primarily by is achieved by 

identifying the syntactic groups. Matching of tQe input sentence with abstracted 

examples is done based on the syntactic category and semantic tags of the source 

language structure. Both of these system architectures, AnglaBharti and AnuBharti, 

have undergone a considerable change from their initial conceptualization. In 2004 

these systems named as AnglaBharti-II and AnuBharti-II. AnglaBharti-II uses a 

generalized example-base for hybridization besides a raw example-base.and the 

13 http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/users/rmklproj/proj.html 
14 Thanks to Pinki Nainwani for her brief presentation on this topic during group discussion. 
15 http://www.iitk.ac.inlinfocelV Archive/dimov2/techno machine.html 
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AnuBharti-II to cater to Hindi as source language for translation to any other 

language, though the generalization of the example-base is dependent upon the target 

language. 

1.2.7. Matra by Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, Mumbai 

(erstwhile NCST) 16
: The MaTra system (2004), developed by the Natural Language 

group of the Knowledge Based Computer Systems (KBCS) division at the National 

Centre for Software Technology (NCST),Mumbai (currently CDAC, Mumbai) and 

supported under the TDIL Project is a tool for human aided machine translation from 

English to Hindi for news stories. It has a text categorization component at the front, 

which determines the type of news story (political, terrorism, economic and so on.) 

before operating on the given story. Depending on the type of news, it uses an 

appropriate dictionary. It requires considerable human assistance in analyzing the 

input. Another novel component of the system is that given a complex English 

sentence, it breaks it up into simpler sentences, which are then analyzed and used to 

generate in Hindi. They are using the translation system in a project on Cross Lingual 

Information Retrieval (CLIR) (Rao, 2001) that enables a person to query the web for 

documents related to health issues in Hindi. 

1.2.8. UCSG MAT by University of Hyderabad17
: MAT is a machine aided 

translation system for translating English texts into Kannada. It requires post editing. 

It works at sentence level. It parses an input sentence using the UCSG (Universal 

Clause Structure Grammar) parsing technology (developed by Dr. K. Narayana 

Murthy) and then translates it into Kannada using the English-Kannada bilingual 

dictionary, Kannada Morphological Generator and the translation fll}es. 

16 http://www.ncst.emet.in/matra/ 
http://www.ncst.emet.in/matra/about.shtml 

17 http://www.uohyd.emet.in/ 
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1.2.9. UNL MT by Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai18
: liT, Mumbai is the 

Indian participant in Universal Networking Language (UNL) project. UNL is an 

international project ofUnited Nations University. UNL is an interlingua for semantic 

representation. Input in the source language is converted into UNL and then de

converted from UNL to the target language. Currently, work on conversion and 

deconversion in English, Hindi and Marathi is going on. 

1.2.10. Tamil Anusaaraka by Anna University's K. B. Chandrasekhar Research 

Centre, Chennai19
: The aim is to build a Human Aided Machine Translation System 

for English-Tamil. The MT system has three major components, viz. morphological 

analyzer of source language, mapping unit and the target language generator. The 

Tamil-Hindi Machine Aided Translation (MAT) system has a performance in the 

range of 75%. The state-of-the-art Tamil Morphological analyzer can handle nearly 

3.5 million word forms including compound words with more than 95% accuracy. 

1.2.11. MAT by Jadavpur University20
: Jadavpur University at Kolkata has a rule

based English-Hindi MAT. It uses transfer approach. It works for news sentences. 

1.2.12. Anuvaadak by Super lnfosoft21
: Anuvaadak 5.0 system has been developed 

by super Info soft private limited, Delhi under the supervision of Mrs. Anjali Rao 

Choudhury for a general purpose English-Hindi Machine Translation. For specific 

domains it has inbuilt dictionaries. It has specific domains like Official, formal, 

agriculture, linguistics, technical and administrative. The meaning of any English 

word is not available in Hindi in dictionary then there is facility of translation is 

provided. In the windows family this software runs on any Operating system. The 

Spell-checker is in both English and Hindi. It has an inbuilt thesaurus and grammar 

checker. Inbuilt grammar checker works in pre-translation and post-translation stages. 

18 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/ 

19 http://www .au-kbc.org/frameresearch.html 

20 http://www.jadavpur.edu/ 

21 http://www.mysmartschool.com/pls/portal/portal.MSSStatic.ProductAnuvaadak 
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It has inbuilt dictionaries for spec(fic domains e.g. official, formal, agriculture, 

linguistics, technical, and administrative. An English word processor is inbuilt. When 

Hindi meaning of the English word is not available in dictionary, facility of 

transliteration is provided. The software runs on any operating system in the Windows 

family. 

1.2.13. Anubaad hybrid machine translation system: Anubaad a hybrid MT system 

is developed in the year 2004 for translating English news headlines to Bengali, 

developed by Bandyopadhyay (2000) at Jadavpur University Kolkata and. The current 

version of the system works at the sentence level. -

1.2.14. Statistical MT by IBM22
: IBM India Research Lab at New Delhi has started 

work on statistical machine translation between English and Indian Languages. Their 

work is based on similar work at IBM for other languages. 

1.2.15. Oriya Machine Translation System (OMTrans) by Utkal University, 

Vanivihar23
: In OMTrans, the source language is English and target language is 

Oriya. It does sense disambiguation using theN-gram model. It has a parser and Oriya 

Morphological Analyser (OMA), OGC (Oriya Grammar Checker), OSC (Oriya Spell 

Checker) and OSA (Oriya Semantic Analysis). These modules contribute to OWP 

(Oriya Word Processor) which facilitates multilingual editing. 

1.2.16. Shiva and Shakti machine translation: The system Shiva is an Example

based and the system Shakti is working for three target languages like Hindi, Marathi 

and Telgu. Shiva and Shakti are the two Machine Translation systems from English to 

Hindi and are developed jointly by Cameige Mellon University USA, international 

institute of information technology, Hyderabad and Indian institute of science, 

Bangalore, India. The system is used for translating English sentences into the 

appropriate language. Shakti machine translation system (Bharati et al., 2003) has 

been designed to produce machine translation systems for new languages rapidly. 

22 http://www .research. ibm. com/irl/proj ects/transl ation.html 

23 http://www.ilts-utkal.org/omt.htm 
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Shakti system combines rule based approach with statistical approach whereas Shiva 

is Example-Based machine translation system. The rules are mostly linguistic in 

nature and the statistical approach tries to infer or use linguistic information. Some 

modules also use semantic formation. Currently system is working for three languages 

(Hindi, Marathi and Telugu). 

1.2.17. Tamii-Hindi machine aided translation system24
: The system Tamil-Hindi 

Machine-Aided Translation system has been developed by Prof. C.N. Krishnan at 

Anna University at KB Chandrashekhar (AU-KBC) research centre, Chennai. The 

translation system is based 9n Anusaaraka Machine Translation System, the input text 

is in Tamil and the output can be seen in a Hindi text. It uses a lexical level translation 

and has 80-85% coverage. Stand-alone, API and Web-based on-line versions are 

developed. Tamil morphological analyser and Tamil-Hindi bilingual dictionary are 

the byproducts of this system. They also developed a prototype of English-Tamil 

Machine-Aided Translation system. It includes exhaustive syntactical analysis. It has 

limited vocabulary ( 1 00-150) and small set of transfer rules. 

1.2.18. English-Kannada machine-aided translation system: English-Kannada 

MAT system is developed at Resource Centre for Indian Language Technology 

Solutions (RC-ILTS), University of Hyderabad by Dr. K. Narayana Murthy. The 

system is essentially a transfer-based approach and it has been applied to the domain 

of government circulars. English-Kannada machine translation system using 

Universal Clause Structure Grammar (UCSG) formalism. The system is funded by the 

Karnataka government. 

1.2.19. Hinglish machine translation system: Hinglish a machine translation system 

for pure (standard) Hindi to pure English forms developed by Sinha and Thakur 

(2005) in the year 2004. It had been implemented by incorporating additional level to 

the existing English to Hindi translation (AnglaBharti-II) and Hindi to English 

translation (AnuBharti-II) systems developed by Sinha. The system claimed to be 

produced satisfactory acceptable results in more than 90% of the cases. Only in case 

24 http://www .au-kbc.org/research-areas/nlp/ demo/mat/ 
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of polysemous verbs, due to a very shallow grammatical analysis used in the process, 

the system is not capable to resolve their meaning. 

1.2.20. English to (Hindi, Kannada, Tamil) and Kannada to Tamil language-pair 

example based machine translation system: English to {Hindi, Kannada and 

Tamil} and Kannada to Tamil language-pair example based machine translation 

system developed by Balajapally et al. (2006) in the year 2006. It is based on a 

bilingual dictionary comprising of sentence dictionary, phrases-dictionary, words

dictionary and phonetic-dictionary is used for the machine translation. Each of the 

above dictionaries contains parallel corpora of sentence, phrases and words and 

phonetic mappings of words in their respective files. Example Based Machine 

Translation (EBMT) has a set of 75,000 sentences most commonly spoken that are 

originally available in English. These sentences have been manually translated into 

three of the target Indian languages, namely Hindi, Kannada and Tamil. 

1.2.21. Punjabi to Hindi machine translation system: Punjabi to Hindi machine 

translation system developed by Josan and Lehal at Punjabi University Patiala in the 

year 2007. This system is based on direct word-to- word translation approach. This 

system consists of modules like pre-processing, word-to-word translation using 

Punjabi-Hindi lexicon, morphological analysis, word sense disambiguation, 

transliteration and post processing. The system has reported 92.8% accuracy. 

1.2.22. Sampark25
: Machine translation System among Indian language: Sampark: 

developed by the Consortium of institutions. Consortiums of institutions include lilT 

Hyderabad, University of Hyderabad, CDAC (Naida, Pune), Anna University, KBC, 

Chennai, liT Kharagpur, liT Kanpur, liSe Bangalore, lilT Alahabad, Tamil 

University, Jadavpur University in the year 2009. Currently these MT systems have 

two unidirectional (Hindi-Marathi and Hindi-Bangali) and five bidirectional (Panjabi

Hindi, Urdu-Hindi, Telugu-Hindi, Tamil-Hindi and Tamil-Telugu) systems· 

1.2.23. Hindi to Punjabi machine translation system: Hindi to Punjabi Machine 

translation System developed by Goyal and Lehal (201 0) at Punjabi University Patiala 

25 http:/ I sam park. iiit. a c. in/ sampark/web/index. php/ content 
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in the year 2009. This system is based on direct word-to-word translation approach. 

This system consists of modules like pre-processing, word-to-word translation using 

Hindi-Punjabi lexicon, morphological analysis, word sense disambiguation, 

transliteration and post processing. The system has reported 95% accuracy. The 

overall conclusion of machine translation systems in Indian perspectives that from the 

year__1995 to 2009 the MT systems developed have achieved lots of success in 

translating languages. Still work has been· carried out to achieve better than previous 

study. 

1.2.24. Development of Sanskrit Computational Toolkit and Sanskrit-Hindi 

Machine Translation System: This project in the consortium mode under the 

leaderaship of Amba Kulkarni (University of Hyderabad) has been funded by DIT 

since April 2008 for building computational tools and Sanskrit-Hindi MT in the 

domain of children stories, and for building mutimedia and e-learning content for 

kids. 

1.2.25. SaHiT: Sanskrit-Hindi Translator is being developed by JNU under the 

supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha. Various tools for Sanskrit (SL) processing has 

been developed which is accessible at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in. 

1.2.26. Anusaarak Sanskrit Hindi MT System: It has been developed by Dept of 

Sanskrit, University of Hyderabad, under the supervision of Amba Kulkarni. 

According to the information given on the website, it produces Hindi translation of a 

Sanskrit text and also provides intermediate outputs at various levels viz. pada

visle~m;a, kiiraka- visle~aJ}a, sabdiirtha-nirdhiiral}a etc. 
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13 . . R t t f d db DIT ecen proJec s un e y un d th TDIL er e program 26 

Name of Ongoing Project Started on Output Target 

Development of Sanskrit 28/3/2008 MT System & Language Tools 
Computational Tool Kit and and Resources for Sanskrit 
Sanskrit Hindi Machine 
Translation System , University of 
Hyderabad 

Development of Major North 28/3/2008 Language Tools and resources for 
Eastem Languages (Assamese, Major North Eastem Languages 
Bodo, Nepali, MaRipuri) in .. (Assamese, Bodo, Nepali, 
Consortia mode C-DAC Pune Manipuri) 

Development of grammar 28/3/2008 Punjabi Grammar checking 
checking system for Punjabi, system 
Punjabi university, Patiala 

Development of language tools 28/3/2008 Linguistics resource & Tools for 
and linguistics resource for Kashmiri Language 
Kashmiri, university of Kashmir 

Resource Centre for Indian 11/7/2007 Language Tools and Resources 
language solution 2nd phase for Assamese and Bodo 
Assamese and Bodo, liT 
Guwahati 

Development of Manipuri 12/3/2007 Language Tools and Resources 
Language Technology, Manipur for Manipuri Language 
University, Imphal 

Standardization ofiPA-IL for 3 19/3/2007 IPA-IL for 3 Indian Languages 
Indian Languages Hindi, Hindi, Assamess, Bengali. 
Assamese, Bengali, CDAC 
Kolkata 

Development of adequate 19/3/2007 TTS for Nepali 
.intonated TTS for Nepali, CDAC 
Kolkata 

Development of phonetic engine 19/3/2007 Phonetic Engine for Telugu and 
for Indian languages Hindi, Hindi 
Telugu, lilT Hyderabad 

I 

26 http://www .mit. gov .in/ content/language-computing-group-vi 
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Consortium for development of 22/3/2007 
MAT System based on Angla 
Bharati Technology , liT Kanpur 
(Consortia Leader) 

Development of Robust document 5/9/2006 
analysis and Recognition system 
for printed Indian scripts (Text 
OCR) system, liT Delhi 

Development of online hand 13/11/2006 
writing recognition system for 
Indian languages (OHWR), liSe 
Bangalore (Consortia Leader) 

Development of Indian Language- 30-8-2006 
Indian Language Machine Aided 
Translation (EL-ILMA T) System, 
CDAC Pune (Consortia Leader) 

Development of Indian Language 29/8/2006 
to Indian Languages Machine 
Aided Translation (IL-IL MAT) 
System, IIIT Hyderabad 

Development of Cross Lingual 29/8/2006 
Information Access (CLIA) 
system, IIIT Bombay (Consortia 
Leader) 

MAT System based on Angla 
Bharati Technology (Mission 
Mode );Six Languages pairs: 
English to Hindi/ Marathi/ 
Bengali/ Oriya/ Tamil/ Urdu. 

Text document analysis and 
Recognition system for printed 
Indian scripts system (Mission 
Mode) 
10 Scripts: Bengali, Devanagari, 
Malayalam, Gujarati, Telugu, 
Tamil, Oriya, Tibetan,Nepali, 
Gurumukhi, Kannada 

Online hand writing recognition 
system for Indian languages 
(Mission Mode );6 Scripts: 
Devanagari, Bengali, Tamil, 
Telugu, Kannadaand Malayalam 

Machine Aided Translation 
system (Mission Mode) 
Six Languages pairs: English to 
Hindi/ Marathi/ Bengali/ Oriya/ 
Tamil/ Urdu. 

Machine Aided Translation 
(Mission Mode) 
Nine Language pairs: Tamil
Hindi, Telugu-Hindi, Urdu-Hindi, 
Kannada-Hindi, 'Punjabi-Hindi, 
Marathi-Hindi, Bengali-Hindi, 
Tamil-Telugu, Malayalam-Tamil 

Cross Lingual Information Access 
(CLIA) system (Mission Mode) 
Six Languages! Bengali, Hindi, 
Marathi, Punja~i, Tamil and 
Telugu. ' 

National Roll-Out Plan project C- 21112/2005 Indian languag~ technology 
DAC Pune Software tools and fonts 

I 
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1.4. Work done in Sanskrit NP processing 

Not a single work is directly related to Sanskrit NP processing but wherever nominal 

word is processed, it is assumed that they may partially contribute to NP processing. 

Some important analyzer tools which are somehow related to NP processing in SHMT 

are as follows: 

1.4.1 Sanskrit POS Tagger is developed as a Ph.D. result by R. Chandrasekar 

under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, Special Centre for Sanskrit Studies 

(SCSS), JNU. It performs as a primary tool in SHMT by tagging ·each string with its 

grammatical category. 

1.4.2 Sanskrit kiiraka analyzer27 is developed as a Ph.D. result by Sudhir Kumar 

Mishra (2007) under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, SCSS, JNU . This system 

analyses the kiirakas in a given input (i.e. Sanskrit prose text) on the basis of Pm~ini 

and katyayal).a kiiraka formulation. kiiraka identification in a NP is important for the 

handling of vibhakti chinha (case marker) in Hindi. 

1.4.3 Subanta analyzer28 is developed as a part of M.Phil. Dissertation by Subash 

(2006) under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, SCSS, JNU which uses a hybrid 

approach of Pal).inian formalism and example-based technique and gives a 

· comprehensive computational analysis of subanta pada. It also provides a brief 

information on Nominal Inflectional Morphology (subanta) ofPal).ini.29 

1.4.4 Kfdanta analyzer30 is developed as a part of M.Phil. Dissertation by Surjit 

Kumar Singh (2008) under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, SCSS, JNU. As 

lqdanta also forms NPs in Sanskrit and a lot of children domain texts and dramas have 

lqdanta form, it plays an important role in its analysis. 

27 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/karaka/analyzer.jsp; (21.5.2011; 3:45PM). 
28 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/subanta/rsubanta.jsp (21.5.2011; 3:45PM). 
2~achine Recognition and Morphological Analysis ofSubanta-Padas, pp-35-37. 
30 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/kridanta/ktag.jsp (21.5.20 11; 3:4 7 PM). 
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1.4.5 Gender recognition and analyzer of sanjiiii pada31 is developed as a part of 

M.Phil. research work by Manji Bhadra (2007) under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath 

Jha, SCSS, JNU. It analyses the gender of a noun in SL input. In second chapter ofthe 

dissertation, It provides a description on the effect of gender in Hindi agreement and 

in third chapter, it provides information on simple Sanskrit NPs in brief as well. 

1.4.6 Sabdabodha System developed by Academy of Sanskrit Research, Malkote, 

claims to process all types of sentences of Sanskrit and handling of generation and 

analysis of subantas. The website 'vedavid' 32 has only one r.age which sho\Ys that 

Sabdabodha System was developed in 1995-96 and it contains Semu~I as an important 

component of the system. The website of Sanskrit Academl3 has a brief description 

of Semu~I from which it is clear that the system basically functions as Subanta 

analyzer. 

1.4.7 The Desika34 system developed by Indian Heritage Group, C-DAC, Bangalore 

led by P. Ramanujan, claims to be a NLU system for generation and analysis for plain 

and accented written Sanskrit texts based on grammar rules of Pal)ini Asta<;lhyay1. In 

this system, subanta generation module is given which is downloadable from the 

website of TDIL. According to TDIL website, The DESIKA software helps in 

understanding a natural language input (typically an isolated sentence) through 

paraphrasing, voice change, query answering or summarizing, to develop a language

independent knowledge representation scheme based on ancient Indian Sciences, to 

develop tools for linguistic analysis and to assist in analysis and presentation of 

scriptural (accented text) knowledge, phonetic and language research, teaching etc., It 

was-- developed on DOS platform and has now been ported on Windows 

platform35
. According to C-DAC, Bangalore website36 DESIKA is a comprehensive 

package for generating and analysing Sanskrit words which serves the need for an 

authentic Computer-based package for its study. It caters to different user 

31 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/grass/analyze.jsp (21.5.20 11; 3:47PM). 
32 http://www.vedavid.org/ASR/project.html (21.5.2011; 3:47PM). 
33 http://www.sanskritacademy.org/Achievementsl.htm# (21.5.2011; 3:47PM). 
34 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/download!Desika.htm (21.5.2011; 3:47PM). 
35 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/nlptools/ach-nlptools.htm (22.5.2011, 10:45 PM) 
36 http://www.cdacb.in/htmllihg/pdf/desika.pdf (22.5.2011, 10:55 PM) 
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communities like Academicians, Students, Researchers, Linguists, Computer 

Scientists etc. 

1.4.8 Morphology of Sanskrit Case Affixes: A Computational Analysis is done 

by Dr. Girish Nath Jha (1993), JNU. This work takes into the account the Paryinian 

formalisms for inflectional morphology of case affixes and its explanation as provided 

by Bhaqojidik~ita's Siddhantakaumudf and gives the paradigm of word fonns for 

most of the words correctly. A small program for plural morphology of Hindi has also 

been given which generates plural forms of Hindi words (with or without 

postpositions ). 

1.4.9 Sanskrit Morphological Analyzer of JNU: The "Sanskrit Morphological 

Analyzer" is a collection of modules developed as a result of Computational Sanskrit 

R&D at Special Center of Sanskrit Studies, JNU under the supervision of Dr. Girish 

Nath Jha. It gives the morph analysis of Sanskrit input word. 

1.4.10 Sanskrit Morphological Analyzer was developed by Vinish Jain, an M.Tech 

student of HIT -Hyderabad, under the guidance of Amba P. Kulami, which was a 

further development of an earlier working Sanskrit Morphological Analyzers 

developed at ASR Melkote. Later with the collaboration of RSVP, Tirupati Sanskrit 

Hindi Machine Translation System (Sampark) is developed in HCU37
. 

1.4.11 Vibhakti Divergence between Sanskrit and Hindi38 Vibhakti divergence 

between the both languages is studied by Patel Preeti Khimji which presents the 

difference in case marking. She has classified the divergence into 7 categories39 

saying that the divcrgence discussed by Dorr [ 1994] is either of rare occurrences or 

does not pose much problem in MT. Her study is presenting the karaka prakara~Ja of 

A~!adhyayi in a classified manner but the dependencies of Hindi case marker i.e. the 

cause of getting particular case marker in Hindi is not discussed during contrastive 

r_epresentation of both languages. 

37 http://www.sanskrit.uohyd.ernet.in 23.5.2011, 4:00PM 
38 M.Phil. Dissertation Submitted by Patel Preeti Khimji in Dept. of Sanskrit Studies, School of 
humanities, Uinversity ofHyderabad in June 2010. 
39 Optional, Exceptional, Differential, Alternative, Non-karaka, Verbal and Complex-perdicate. 
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1.4.12 Anaphora in Sanskrit: Jha, Girish Nath (et al.)40 has presented a 

comprehensive documentation and classification of Sanskrit anaphora and the 

resolution system is a part of Sanskrit Analysis System developed by the principal 

author at Computational Linguistics R&D, Special Centre for Sanskrit Studies, 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. 

1.4.13 Discourse Anaphora and Resolution Techniques in Sanskrit: Jha, Girish 

Nath (et al.)41 has collected and classified cases of discourse anaphors in Sanskritfrom 

a wide renging sample from earliest times to the 181
h century text of Ambikii Dutta 

Vyiisa (SivariijavijaymJ1) and then presented a computational model to handle such 

cases in Sanskrit. 

1.4.14 Sanskrit Anaphora Resolution System: Madhav Gopal is currently working 

on Anaphora resolution system for Sanskrit called Sanskrit Anaphora Resolution 

System (SARS) in JNU. His work is primarily concerned with resolving pronominal 

anaphors in Sanskrit text Pm1catmitra. He uses PNG constraints mainly for pairing 

anaphor and antecedent. He intends to provide a robust algorithm and a tool which is 

implemented in Java. 

1.4.15 Sanskrit Compound Processor: This research work is being done by Mr. 

Anil Kumar in HCU under the supervision of Amba Kulkarni. Their paper Sanskrit 

Compound Processor 42 presents the importance of compound processing to 

understand their meaning and decode the relations between its components and to 

produce their vigrahavakya. This work may also be seen as an important one for 

handling compound nominals in NP mapping in SHMT. 

1.4.16 Knowledgebase for karma-kiiraka: This research ts being done by Ms. 

Manji Bharda43 in JNU. In this research the most desired i.e. the karma of the given 

40 Johansson, C. (Ed.) Proceedings of the Second Workshop on Anaphora Resolution (2008) 
41 Devi, Sobha Lalitha (ed al.) Proceedings oflh Discource Anaphora and Anaphora Resolution 
Colloquium (2009) 
42 G.N.Jha (Ed.):Sanskrit Computational Linguistics, LNCS 6465, pp.57-69, 2010. ©Springer-Verga! 
Bernil Heidelberg 2010. 
43 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/rstudents/phd.jsp 
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sentence is being taken care. So this research will help us in handling karma during 

SHMT. 

1.4.17 Lexical Ambiguities and their resolution in Sanskrit with Special 

Reference to PaitchataJitra: This research is being done by Mr. Muktanand 

Agrawal44 in JNU. In this research, lexical ambiguities are being resolved. So this 

research will help us in handling ambiguities during SHMT. 

1.4.18 Named Entity Recognition for Sanskrit: a hybrid approach: 

This research is being done by Mr. Sachin Kumar45 in JNU. In this research Named 

Entity Recognition System is being developed. This research may help us in 

disambiguating Sanskrit names from adjectives. 

1.5 Difference of the present work from the other available works 

Except 1.2.11, all the above discussed researches deals with Sanskrit input texts 

mainly and does not map the NPs from SL to TL. Without NP mapping from SL to 

TL, appropriate case marking in TL (Hindi) is not possible and NP mapping between 

both language pairs needs a comparative study of the language pairs to find the 

contrastive properties in them. The work discussed in 1.2.11, although presents the 

divergence between Sanskrit and Hindi, but not gives any to handle these diversions. 

Where is ko getting dropped and why somewhere we need the ko marker? How do the 

animate-inanimate factor and transitive-intransitive factor affect the ko case marker? 

How to differentiate between ko and ke liye, se and ke dviirii, men and para? How to 

handle case markers with adjectives? Even how to differentiate the adjectives and the 

Substantives in Sanskrit? These things are completely untouched as nowhere these 

things are discussed. These will be discussed in the present study. 

Further, if multiple case marker is possible in a particular sense then frequency of 

case markers should be checked and case marker with higher frequency should be 

44 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/rstudents/phd.jsp 
45 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/rstudents/phd.jsp 
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assigned. Case marker generally depends on gender of noun, animate-inanimate 

objects and verbs as well. So the dependency of case marker should be checked. 

Gerund in a noun phrase also needs to be tackled correctly for MT which depends on 

gender and number of the noun. 

Change in gender of a noun (dara=patni; agni=aga etc), as well as handling of 

particles (i.e. ca, va, api, iva etc.) is very important in NP mapping. Word order is 

another important issue with NP mapping as place of modifier of a noun has a fixed 

position in Hindi and contrary Sanskrit has respectively free word order. For example

if subject + modifier + auxiliary verb (i.e. tha/hai/hoga etc) sequence is there in a 

Hindi sentence, modifier may come before or after the subject. But if there is main 

verb in the sentence, modifier always comes before the subject in Hindi. In Sanskrit, 

adjective may take its anywhere in a NP. In this research, all these challenging aspects 

in NP mapping in SHMT will be discussed which will be giving a theoretical 

framework for correct output in SHMT. In modem linguistics specially, there is a lack 

of Sanskrit Hindi comparative study at NP level. So this research may fulfill that need 

and will help in evolving a cross-linguistic model for Indian languages and writing 

Transfer Grammar rules for SHMT. 

1.6. Research methodology 

For this kind of applied research work in Computational Linguistics, a theoretical 

base is required. Any exhaustive research work, directly related to the comparative 

study of Sanskrit-Hindi NP is not available as a theoretical base. As case level study 

of Sanskrit syntax and Hindi syntax is available separately, here it is obtained by the 

comparative study of both languages at the NP level which includes adjectives, 

determiners and case markers in it. On the basis of contrastive properties found by the 

comparative study of Sanskrit-Hindi Syntax, the transfer grammar rules will be 

written (theoretically) to map the NPs in SHMT. 
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Chapter-2 

SANSKRIT-HINDI NOUN PHRASE 
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2.1 Introduction 

Samuel R. Levin states two very important lines: a) the demonstration in I786 by Sir 

William Jones that Sanskrit offered a close relationship to the Classical, Gennanic, 

and Celtic languages ushered in the first major phase of what might be tenned modem 

linguistic studies and b) The fact that Sanskrit, an extensively documented language, 

with a highly developed grammatical system and phonological and morphological 

sub-systems that were at once archaic and transparent, has provided the impetus for a 

century of intensive work in the comparative reconstruction of the parent Indo

European language. 1 These lines are presenting the important contribution of Sanskrit 

to modem linguistics and we find a deep philosophical discussion on syntactico

semantic relation in Sanskrit tradition. In this chapter, Sanskrit-Hindi noun phrases 

are compared to find the syntactic difference. 

2.2 General Concept of Noun Phrase 

Noun Phrases (NP) are phrases in which the head word is a noun, i.e. the noun is 

shown to be the head of the phrase by its primary stress, and syntactically whole 

group can be replaced by a simple noun. Noun phrases occupy the characteristic 

syntactic positions and case roles of nouns. These syntactic positions are most 

typically those of subjects, direct objects, indirect objects and nominal predicates. 

Pronouns and names make up the smallest noun phrase, since they typically come by 

themselves, with neither determiners nor any other modifiers. This is so because 

modifiers function, in various ways, to restrict the domain af possible reference of a 

noun; and both the pronouns and names refer to unique entities that require no further 

specification. A NP that is neither a name nor a pronoun is then made out of an 

obligatory head noun plus, optionally, some modifiers. The head noun is the core of 

the NP which determines its lexical-semantic type. Modifiers may indeed add various 

types of information to the head noun, but typically do not change its inherent lexical 

1 Modern Linguistics: Its Development and Scope ;The Journal of Higher Education, Vol. 36, 
No.3 (Mar., 1965), pp. 137-146 
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type. The central role of the head noun in the NP may be expressed by the rule of 

semantic amalgamation of the NP i.e. whatever semantic features belong to the head 

noun also belong to the entire NP. 

NP can be a pronoun, a name or a full noun phrase (i.e. grouped words headed by a 

noun). The general rule (in English) that orders the various optional modifiers relative 

to the head noun as well as vis-a-vis each other may be given as: 

NP= (QUANT) (DET) (AP) N (REL/ POSS-NP/ N-COMP). 

Here the modifiers that precede the head noun are, in order, Quantifiers (QUANT), 

Determiners (DET), and Adjectival Phrase (AP). Modifiers that follow the head noun 

are the Relative clauses (REL), Possessor NP (POSS NP) or Noun Complements (N

COMP). 

2.3 Noun Phrase in Sanskrit 

The concept of Noun Phrase (NP) in modem linguistics is well established and that 

approach is being applied for many languages including Hindi. In NP, there is a head 

Noun which may be further followed by an adjective and/or determiner (i.e. ekal), 

kascit etc). Sanskrit (post Paninian), which is claimed a~ the most suitable natural 

language for Artificial Intelligence/Computational Linguistics2
, is studied from 

different perspectives by linguists. Spiejer and Tarapurwala have worked on Sanskrit 

Syntax and Brahamchari Surendra kumar has implemented Fillmore Case grammar on 

Sanskrit Syntax. Many scholars have used the term 'Noun Phrase' in their papers, but 

still there is scope for a discussion on the nature of Sanskrit and the possible concept 

of NP in Sanskrit. One needs an understanding of Sanskrit NP first then only one can 

move towards its comparison with Hindi NP. 

It is generally claimed that Sanskrit, being inflectional language, does not possess a 

word order and that scrambling does not affect the meaning conveyed because of the 

2 Briggs, Rick (1985) 
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vivak~a and that the karaka relation (syntacto-symentic relation), word order becomes 

irrelevant. For example: a) kamalm!l vikasati has Noun-Verb combination where the 

noun kamalm!l alone is considered as NP and verb vikasati as VP. But in b) nflal'[l 

kamalm!l saym!l vikasati, we clearly find the grouped words in NP as well as in VP. 

When c) nflmJI kamalmJI (which is shown as NP in the above example) is presented as 

a sentence, can it be called NP? Or does it show NP-VP? Here asti/bhavati/vartate 

can be assumed to complete this sentence. But this kind of assumption may be called 

an extra effort to get the proper meaning and it is clearly a semantic processing of a 

given sentence. At a first look, it appears as a samanadhikarm:za (or vise.Jya-vise.Jm:za) 

and without assuming a verb, can we refer this as an NP? This type of problem gives a 

chance to raise question on the concept of Sanskrit NP. Further when we change the 

word order of (b) (i.e. nf!alJI kamalal'[l saym!l vikasati) and represent it like (d) vikasati 

nflm!l sayaf!I kamalm?Z, we find this difficult to be grouped in a phrase. Although 

semantically this type of sentence consists of NP and VP but one can say that here 

free word order in the above example is restricting its representation as NP-VP. H.S. 

Ananthnarayana3 writes 'The Noun Phrase can be manipulated to occupy any position 

in sentence without any modification of the meaning of the sentence although a 

certain order may be preferred to others.' Here if we will prefer the general word 

order of (b) instead of (d), then we may have no difficulty in NP grouping. 

Another example, khadati is a sentence4 but the agent (i.e. NP) is not expressed here. 

In this case how we can present the concept ofNP in Sanskrit? Simply, this is the case 

of pro-drop parameter. There is no problem in identifying the first person and second 

person agents in Sanskrit sentences as verbal suffix (si, tha?J, tha, mi, va(1, ma(I) 

indicates its single possible agent. But verbal suffix ti (which takes third person 

singular number as its agent) may take different names as its agent or it may take 

pronominal words depending on the agent's gender. So, only verbal suffix ti has 

problem in identifying its possible NP. 

3 The kiiraka theory and case grammar, Indian Linguistics, Vol.31, p-16. 
4 ekatiti viikya1fl 
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Further, 'dr~!a(l mrga~z' can be used as a Noun Phrase if we assume 

astilbhavati/vartate and in that condition krdanta pada 'dr~!a(l' functions as modifier. 

But when the word order of this sentence (dr~!a~z mrgal;) is changed as mrga~z dr~!a?z, 

dr~!a?z functions as verb instead of a modifier. 

It is noticed that the change in word order sometimes doesn't affect the meaning 

conveyed but sometimes clearly affect the meaning. So question is raised on the claim 

of being Sanskrit as a free word order language. This view is examined by scholars5 

and it is established that there is a general word order which is usually found in simple 

prose texts. Ashok Aklujkar in his _paper 'Some the~retical observation on word order 

in Sanskrit', points out the two views of J F Staal clearly "Anyone who wishes to find 

precise rules for word order in Sanskrit will constantly meet with similar problems [ = 

problems similar to ones pointed out by Patafijali in Mbh.], provided the sentences he 

studies are not uncommonly short" (and hence that person will run into difficulties). 

He clears the conditional statement (provided the sentences he studies are not 

uncommonly short) and brings out the fact that the lesser the number of constituents 

in a sentence, the higher the probability of scrambling. When a long sentence is 

presented in Sanskrit, it becomes difficult to keep any constituent word anywhere 

frequently. There we can see the word order in Sanskrit. It can also be supported by 

the fact that the commentators first do the anvaya of any Sanskrit verse where he 

follows a general sequence by the following saying-· 'vise~al}aJ!l puraskrtya vise~ym!l 

tadanantaraf!Z, kartr-karma-kriyii-yuktm?Z etadanvaya-la~anaf!1' 6 . Here modifier (if 

available in a verse) is kept before the noun (modified) which is karla and the 

sentence pattern is SOY. Another saying regarding the word order is: 'iidau kartr

padm!l viicym!l dvitfyiidi padm!l tata~z, ktvii-tumun-lyap ca madhye tu kuryiidante 

kryiipadalJz' 7. 

Thus we see that the word order is used generally in prose sentences and anvaya, 

basically a simplification of Sanskrit verse, is the first step in the processing of 

Sanskrit viilimaya. After establishing the fact that there is a logical word order in 

5 Staal (1967), Aklujkar (1996), Gillon (1996). 
6 Samasacakram, verse 5. 
7 Aklujkar, Ashoka: Some theoretical observation on word order in Sanskrit' 
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Sanskrit, we can present some sentences in a logical word order where we can try to 

find the NP in a Sanskrit sentence. 

It is said that 'one of the main d(fferences between the Indian approach to language 

analysis and that of the most of the current linguistic theories is that the analysis of 

the sentence was not based on a noun-phrase model with its binary parsing technique 

but instead on a conception that viewed the sentence as springing from the semantic 

message that the speaker wished to convey.' 8 

Although, NP binary parsing is not necessary in Sanskrit Syntax, in a simple sentence, 

where agent and the verb is clearly mentioned, we can find the concept of phrase. 

The Indian approach of language analysis is semantic but the syntactic structure is 

also well discussed in A.Jfiidhyayf. To understand the concept of Sanskrit NP, the 

understanding of Sanskrit pad a and sentence (pad a samilha) is needed. 

2.3.1 Pada in Sanskrit: The concept of niiman, akhyata, upasarga and niplUa is 

well discussed in Nirukta. Here niiman9 and akhyata 10 denotes subject and predicate 

respectively. The sutra 'priidaya(1. (P .1.4.56)' tells about 22 priidi-particles in 

Sanskrit and the next sutra 'upasarga(1. kriyiiyoge (P. 1.4.57)' describes its use with 

the verbs in the sentence. In nipiitas, some are used in predicate as kriyii. For 

example- sviihii, svadhii srau.Jaf, vau.Ja! etc and some in subject. Therefore, it can be 

said that upasarga goes with a root (akhiita or krdanta) and nipiita with niiman (with 

some exceptions broadly) and the traditional concept of niiman, akhiita, upasarga and 

nipiita has two main categories subanta and tilianta only. Necessity of sup and tiii can 

be explained by the statements of grammarians. Bhartrhari says that the Sabda, 

generally called 'word' in English, is the medium of knowledge: 

na so 'sti pratyayo lake ya?'l sabdanugamadrtei 

anuviddhamivajiianaf!l sarvmJ1 sabdena bhasateil 11 

Its vast range of usage is presented precisely in Mahabha~ya: 

8 Briggs, Rick (1985) 
9 satvapradhtiniini niimiini; (Nirukta). 
10 bhiivapradhiinamiikhyiitam; (Nirukta). 
11 Viikyapadfya (1/123),ed. Sharma, Pt. Raghunath (1988). 
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mahan sabdasya prayogavi~ayaf:t. saptadvfpii vasumatf, trayo lokiif:t, catviiro vedii?z 

siingii?z sarahasyii bahudha bhinna(z- ekasatamadhvaryusakha(z, sahasravartamii 

siimaveda(z, ekavirflSatidha bahvrciil'(l, navadha atharva~w veda(l, vakoviikyafJl, 

itihasaf:t, purii~lalJl, vaidyakamityetaviin sabdasya prayogavi~aya(l. 

Thanks to Paryini for a systematic grammar of language. He states that padas (subanta 

and tinanta) are essential component in the fonnation of a sentence in Sanskrit 12
. The 

subanta has pratipadika (base word derived from root) and sup suffix and tinanta has 

root and tin suffix. Every verb (tinanta as well as krdanta) requires an agent and a 

subanta pada comes as an agent as well as its modifier in a sentence. A pada may 

also be called vakya in Sanskrit13
. 

2.3.2 Subanta pada: There are five types of subanta pada in Sanskrit:- Nominal 

subanta (including stri-pratyayanta subanta), Krt-pratyayiinta subanta, Taddhit

pratyayanta subanta, Samasanta subanta and Indeclinable subanta. 

2.3.3. Nominal subanta: From the sutra- 'arthavadadhaturapratyaya(z pratipadikm!l 

(P.1.2.45)' nominal subanta has a pratipadika (a meaningful base word) and sup 

pratyaya (suffix) is added to form a usable pada in a Sanskrit sentence. As - ramaf:t 

gacchati. In this example, riimab (nominal subant) has base word riima and suffix su 

is added to make it usable in a sentence. Here stri-pratyayiinta subanta is also 

included in nominal subanta because of paribhii~ii- 'priitipadika-graha~Je linga

vW~!asyiipi-grahar;al!l'. There are 8 types of stri-pratyayas- fiip, c;lap, cap, nfp, nf~, 

fifn, ilfi and ti, which are used with priitipadikas to form stri-pratyayiinta subanta. 

These stri-pratyayiinta subanta functions same as nominal. 

2.3.4 krt-pratyayanta subanta (primary derived nominals): It is well discussed in 

Nirukta and Mahabha~ya that all nominal forms are made of roots in Sanskrit14
• 

Nominal subanta rama may also be called lqt-pratyayanta because it has ...Jram+ghafi 

12 suptiiianla!Jzpadm!l (P.l.4.14). 
13 Padyate artho 'vagamyate anena iti padm!l nclma viikym.n. 
14 nama ca dhatujamaha nirukte vyakara~e sakatsya ca tokarp- in Maha. on 'u~adayo bahularp' (P. 3. 2. 
1). 
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pratyaya. (~ram+ghafi > -.Jram+a> riima+su> riimal.z) 15
• But krt-pratyayiinta subanta 

is mentioned separately because these are used as an agent/adjective as well as verb in 

Sanskrit16
. as- sraddhiivanta?z pa7Jflitiib na labhyante. In this example, §raddhiivanta(l 

is krt-pratyayiinta subanta which is used as an adjective of 'pa7Jflitii(z'. Participle 

forms, which are also a kind of noun, are formed with krt-pratyaya. sa(z gataviin has 

'gataviin' krt-pratyayiinta subanta pada as a participle which has ktavat suffix in 

-.Jgam. Same as- tasyii?z rodanm71 srutvii jana(z agatvanta(z. lyuf, ghafi, ktin and the 

suffixes mentioned in the adhikara of bhave sutra are used in Sanskrit to form 

gerunds such as- pafhanmJz ( Vpafh+lyu!) pafha(z ( Vpafh+ ghaii), mati?z( Vman+ktin) 

etc. When tiidarthya is expressed in the sentence, then the gerund is a part of VP 

(sviisthyaliibhaya bhramanm_n avasyakaqz). When it is unexpressed, for example, in 

this sentence-' bhramana1Jl svasthyapradmJl asti', gerund (' bhramnmJl' in this case) 

becomes NP. In modem uses, verbs are changed into its krdanta forms for simplicity. 

For example- bhramati= bhramana1J1 karoti. So bhraman becomes noun after the split 

of verb bhramati. 

2.3.5 Taddhita-pratyayanta subanta (secondary derived nominals): Taddhita 

prakara7Ja is the biggest section of Astadhyayi. it is divided in many sub-prakaraQ.as 

in which specific types of taddhitiinta word formation is discussed. Taddhita 

pratyayas are added with priitipadikas and krdantas mainly. 17 It is used to derive 

genitive words in Sanskrit. For example- garga+ yafi =giirgya, giirgya+phak= 

giirgyiiyaf}a. It functions as an agent as well as an adjective in Sanskrit NP. Ex

miigadha(z nir7Jayati and miigadhab candrgupta(l nirf}ayati. In the above examples, 

miigadha(l is an agent as well as an adjective respectively. 

2.3.6 Samasika subanta: Two or more padas are combined in a word to form a 

compound nominal. Sup suffixes are generally added into the uttara-pada of 

15 vivak~adhlna hi sabdavyutpatti!). (A~tadhyayi-2.2.8) i.e. the analysis of language depends on 
speaker's intention. 
16 Iq-dabhihito bhavo dravyavadapi kriyavadapi (Mahabha~ya-5.4.1) 
17 Some taddhit suffixes (i.e. ak, tamaJ11, tara111 kalpa etc) are used with verbs. For ex- pacati+ak.= 
pacataki. 
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compound pratipadika (made with the combination of two or more padas). 18 For 

example- riimasca lak~maf}asca bharatasca satrughnasca = riimala~maf}a

bharatasatrughnii(l. Samiisa is well discussed in A~tadhyayi. Samiisiinta subanta is 

mainly used as a subject or an adjective or an adverb in a sentence. As- nfliimbara(1 

sete has nfliimbara(1 (a compound word) as an agent. When one more nominal pada 

is used with nfliimbara(1, it can be an adjective of that nominal pada. In tena tat 

vrttiinfmJI yathiiyatha'!I kathilmJI, yathayathm?I is an adverb which is compound 

nominal. 

2.3.7 Indeclinable subant~: Iildeclinable subantas are those words which have same 

form in all linga (genders), vibhakti (cases) and vacana (numbers). 19 These are 

described in the following sutras 111 A~tadhyayi - svariidinipiitamavyayam, 

taddhitiisciisarvavibhaktib, krnmejanta(z, ktviitosunkasuna(l, and avyayfbhiivasca 

(P.l.1.38-41) and the result i.e. vibhakti lopa is said by the sutra avyayiidiipsupa(l 

(P.2.4.82). In Amarakosa and other lexicons also, the indeclinable words are listed. 

These are used for exclamations, conjuncts, pronouns (kutra etc), adverbs and 

adjectives frequently. It is also used as an agent but are few in number. For example, 

trimuni, unmattaganga'!l (an example of avyayfbhiiva compound in Sanskrit) are an 

Indeclinable nominals which can be used as agents in Sanskrit sentence. As

trimuninii proktarJI. 

These are the five types of subanta pada in Sanskrit which is used in sentence. Here 

the titi.anta is not discussed as it is not related with NP. Now the definition of a 

sentence will be discussed which helps in conceptualizing NP in Sanskrit and 

describes its components and possible usage in various ways. In the definition of a 

sentence, iikhyiita is also discussed which itself clears its importance in a sentence. 

2.3.8 NP components in va. iikhyiitaf!l siivyayakiirakavise~aiJUI!l viikyaf!l: 

A~tadhyayi is the base of Sanskrit grammar which governs the syntax by its precise 

rules. Here Paryini didn't give the definition of viikya (sentence) but he mentions the 

18 Some examples of 'devatadvandva' are its exceptions. 
19 sadrsaJ11 tri~u liiige~u sarva~u ca vibhakti~u, vacane~u ca sarve~u yanna vyeti tadavyayam. 
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word vakya twice. 2° Katyayana wrote vartika on A~!adhyay1 and defines vakya: 

akhyatm?t savyayakiirakavise~a!JalJz vakyalJ1 which is explained in Mahabha~ya21 . It 

means that a sentence has akhyata which may be followed by ayaya, kiiraka and 

kiirakavise~a!Ja (i.e. modified kiirakas). From its further explanation, we get different 

structures of a Sentence. In the vartika, savyayakizrakavise~a!Ja part is divided m 

savyaya, kiiraka, and karakavise~a~w and gives three types of sentence structure: 

1) akhyatm?t savyaym?t vakymJt: It means that akhyata with indeclinable is a vakya. 

For ex- ucqai(t pa!hati. 

2) akhyatmJ1 sakiiraka1J1 vakya1J1 i.e. akhyata pada which has kiirakas, is a vakya. Ex

balaka[l khadati or phalm?t khadati or balaka(t phala1J1 khadati etc. 

3) akhyiitalJ1 sakiirakaviie~·a!JGIJl vakyalJl i.e. akhyata with modified kiirakas, IS a 

vakya. Ex- sundara(z balakab madhurmJ1 phalal?l khadati 

The next vartika is sakriyavise~a!JG1J1 ca which adds adverbs to akhyata pada. Ex

mandmJz calati. 

In all the above sentence structures, akhyata is present as a compulsory component of 

a sentence. If it is alone, it can also be a sentence by ekatin vakya1J1. In this context, 

Bhartrhari' s view of vakya can be discussed: 

akhyatasabdab sanghato jati(z sanghatavartinf, 

eko 'navayavab sabdab kramo budhyanusa1J1hrti(1illll 

padamadymJ1 prthaksarvalJ1 pada1J1 sakiink~amityapi, 

vakyaiJ1 prati matirbhinna bahudha nyayavadinamll2ll 

Here eight views are presented regarding vakya. They are: a) akhyiitasabda(t, b) 

SG1J1ghata[l, C) SG1J1ghatavartinf jati~l, d) eko 'navayava(l sabda~1, e) krama f) 

budhyanusa1J1hrti(1, g) adyalJ1 pada1J1 and h) prthaksarvalJ1 pada1J1 siikiiiik~mJ1. These 

are classified into two parts: akhaJJrJa and sakhaJJrJa vakyas. Three views (c) (d) and 

20 vakyaderamantritasyasuya sm:p.mati-kopa-kutsana-bhartsane~u (8.1.8); vakyasya te~ pluta udatta~ 
(8.2.82) 
21 Mahabha~ya (2.2.1.) 
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(f) are related to akha~J-rja viikya and rest five are related to sakha~uja viikya. In 

sakha~J-rja viikya also, smJighiita and krama are related with abhihitiinvayaviida and 

rest three to anvitiibhidhiinaviida. The three views of akha~J-rfaviikya and iidymJI 

padalJl of sakharja viikya is related with the understanding of meaning. Four views -

akhyiitasabda(1, smJighc7ta(l, krama(l and prthaksarvm!I padmJI siikiink~m?1 are directly 

related to the syntax. 

First view regarding viikya is akhyiitasabda which states that a iikhyiita pada i.e. verb 

may be a sentence. It is _cleared by the commentators that iikhyiifmJl viikymJI never 

states that only iikhyiita is a sentence but it states that where kiirakas are not used and 

only verb is present in a sentence which gives a meaning, can also be a sentence. 

(kvacid iikhyiita sabdo pi viikya1J1, yatra kiiraka-sabda-prayogmJI vinii 

kevaliikhyiitasabdaprayoge 'pi viikyiirthiivagatib). As- pidhehi. 

Second view, smJlghata states that the verb gets grouped with its adhyahrta (assumed) 

agent to give its meaning. For example- pidhehi verb assumes fva1JI pada as its agent 

and gives the meaning (tuma) banda karo in its Hindi. Karma may also be assumed as 

dwiiram pidhehi. 

Third view, krama says that the padas are when expressed in a sequence then they 

become a viikya. In the ambiikartrka comentory on Vakyapadiya (2/49), importance 

of pada-sequence IS written as- "na kramavyatirikfalJl viikymJl nama 

viikyiirthasyiibhidhiiyakam"22
. The meaning of a sentence will be changed by the 

alteration in sequence of padas in a sentence. As - aha1JI eva gacchiimi 7ahm?I 

gacchiimi eva (i.e. main hf jiitii hun and main jiitii hf hun in Hindi). 

The definition, prthaksarvalJl padmJl siikiifik~mJI states that all the padas which have 

siinnidhya because of iikiifi~ii, are collectively a sentence. This definition is similar to 

the definition of jaimini- "arthaikatviidekam viikya1JI siikiifi~alJl ced vibhiige 

22 Sharma, Pt. Raghunath (1980), Vakyapadiyam-2/49, p-95. 
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syat".23Both the definitions are same as the definition of siihityadarpal)akiira:

"vakym!l syadyogyatakank~<;asaktiyukta(z padoccayaf:t"24
. 

Thus it is clear from the above discussion that akhyata (verb) is the soul of any 

syntax25
. A verb may alone be used in a Sanskrit sentence. If a verb is alone, it will 

assume its agent because of its inflectional nature. As the definition of a sentence in 

Sanskrit is well discussed in grammar, philosophy and poetics, the different possible 

structures of sentences is basically based on the concept of nama and akhyata, well 

known as nominal and verbal padas. It~_ §anskrit, when, the minimum akaiik~ii is 

fulfilled to express a meaning, no other word is required. Any ~erb can b~ t~ken for its 

example because, in an inflectional language, suffix makes it easy to identify the 

agent of a verb. For example- pafhami is a verb in Sanskrit which is a sentence (when 

used alone) and its agent is unexpressed. Here 'ami' suffix of the verb indicates that 

aharp is the only possible agent of this verb. There is no problem in identification of 

first person and second person agents in a Sanskrit sentence because they are 

pronouns. In third person, the agent can be identified by anaphora resolution. 

Similarly, where verb phrase is not clearly indicated or intentionally omitted, there is 

also a sentence. As -ra~aso nama amiityaf:t is a sentence where the verb (as

asti/babhiiva etc) is understood. In another example, ramaf:t gataf:t, gata(z is verb 

which is not a tiiianta, it is krdanta and krdanta is nominal in Sanskrit. It means that 

the akhyata is not necessarily a tinanta, it may be krdanta which is a nominal pada. 

We can also see that nominal (krdanta) is also used as kriya (absence of tiiianta pada 

doesn't mean that there is no verb). So while, krdanta and tinanta are two types of 

verb in Sanskrit which becomes VP (when tiiianta comes alone or comes with 

krdanta (as an adverb) and subanta, krdanta and taddhitanta pad a becomes NP 

(either as an agent or as an adjective). 

23 Jaimini Sutra-2.1.46. 
24 sahityadarpal}a-211. 
25 The two contrastive views are debated on this issue vyiipiiramukhyaviseDJaka and pramiitiirtha
mukhyavi#yaka siibdabodha. In devadatta!) gramaqt gacchati, Vaiyakaral}a says that gamananukUla 
vyapara (kriya/action) is main (pradhana) and Naiyayika says that the vyaparavan devadatta (agent) is 
main. Mimaq~saka also agrees with the first view. 
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In riima~z gacchati, riima!J is the NP. As there is no adjective or an article with agent 

'rama', it is clear that rama is the only possible head of NP in this example. If more 

than one subanta is present in a simple Sanskrit NP, for example- sundara(z riima(z 

gacchati, one will be the agent and another will be an adjective of that agent and both, 

jointly will be the NP of a sentence. 

In the ex- sraddhiivanta(z na labhyante, sraddhiivanta(z is the NP which is a krdanta 

pada and in the example- sraddhiivanta(z pa!Jr)itii(z na labhyante, sraddhiivantah 

pa~Jrjitii~z is the NP. 

Injiinakf iigatii, herejiinakfis a taddhitanta pada which is NP. 

2.3.9 Usage of NP component: 

The NP components are used in different types of Sanskrit sentences. There are three 

types of sentences which are classified on the basis of their syntax: simple, complex 

and compound. Study of these sentences is required to know the usage of different 

nominal padas. 

2.3.9.1 Simple sentence- Generally a subject (a simple nominal/a compound 

nominal/a pronominal) and a predicate i.e. the agent and the verb is used in a simple 

sentence. Example - balaka(z pasyati. There may be a verb used alone in a simple 

sentence as well. 26 In this condition, of course, there is no scope ofNP study. Leaving 

those sentences, we will look for the sentences which have NP. In these type of 

sentences, an adjective may be there to modify the agent. Example- [ {uttama(z (adj.) 

putra(z} {dhyiinena (adv.) pasyati.}] The length of subject (uddefya) can also be 

increased by using the genitives with it. As - putra(z> sarvagu~Jasampanna(z putra(z> 

dasarathasya sarvagu~Jasampanna(z putra(z> raghuvmrzsasya dasarathasya 

sarvagu~Ja-sampanna(z putra(z. When a compound nominal is used as a subject 

(specially dvandva samiisa), its different types of representation is possible. For 

example- riima(z la~mana(z cal riimasca lak~manafca/ riimala~manau pa!hata('z. 

26 'eka tin vakyam' 
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2.3.9.2 Complex sentence-There is one mam subject (uddesya) and two or more 

infinite (samapikii) verbs. As - yasyarthal; tasya mitra~1i. In these sentences, there is 

one main clause and rest is dependent clause. There are three types of dependent 

clause: nominal clause, adjective clause and adverb clause which expand noun, 

adjective and adverb respectively. Nominal clause is used as an agent or an object, 

adjective clause always becomes an adjective of the agent or the object and adverbial 

clause is used in VP. Indeclinable is used at the start or end of these three types of 

dependent clauses. 'yatha '/'yad' is used at the beginning and 'iti' at the end of 

nominal clause. (ex- 'aymJ1 deva[1' iti jan ami). Sometimes 'iti' is not used in nominal 

clause of a complex sentence. As - kathaya 'satsa7J1gati!1 pWJ1SciiJ1 ki!J1 na karoti '. 

Adjective clauses have the forms of relative pronoun 'yad-tad' (yavat-tavat/yadrs

tadrs etc.). Ex- 'yadaloke siik~mmJ1' vrajati tadvipulatam. adverbial clause is denoted 

by krdantas and adjectival compound words (mainly bahuvrfhi and tatpuru~a).27 

yada, yavat, yavanna, yada yada, yatra, yatra-yatra, iva, yatha (with tatha), yathaiva 

(with tathaiva), yatha yatha, yata?z, yataf:t-tata!z hi, yadi-tarhi, yena-tena, kena etc are 

used in complex sentences. 

2.3.9.3 Compound sentence- Two or more simple/complex sentences are added by 

conjunct and these are samanadhikara~a of each other. The indeclinable ca, tatha, api 

etc are used to add two or more statements. In a contrastive statement, va, tu, punal;, 

parantu etc are used in a compound sentence. atal; tasmat etc are used to express the 

conclusion of a statement. It is noticed that conjunct 'ca' and 'tatha' are used after the 

first word of the second sentence in a compound sentence. As- ramal). pa~hati syamal). 

ca hasati. 

General Template for Sanskrit NP: 

Following the condition of SOY word order, general template of Sanskrit NP can be 

presented as: 

NP= GEN + DET (ekaJ:rlkascit) + N(AP) + N + (REL) 

27 Apte, V.S. (1993), Sanskrit Syntax (Hindi translation by Dr. Umesh Chandra Pandey),pp-255-277. 
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Where NP is Noun Phrase, GENis genitive, DET is determiner (eka(l or kascit), AP is 

Adjectival Phrase, REL is relative clause and N is Nominal word (i.e. an agent) and 

there is a possibility of multiple APs in an NP. 

Ex - raghuvaf!ZSasya dasarat/za!}ya eka~z sarvagu~za-sampanna~z putra~z, yaJ.l 

vanavasitamasti, dhyanena kamalm71 pasyati. 

2.4 Hindi Noun Phrase 

In Hindi, determiners and adjectives precede the head noun in the NP and relative and 

compliment clause do not precede the head noun. The NP may function as Subject, 

Object or compliment of verb. There are three types of sentences: Simple, Compound 

and complex. Depending on that an NP has been divided into two categories: Simple 

NP and Complex NP. 

2.4.1 Simple NP: A noun by itself or a noun preceded by a determiner constitutes a 

simple NP. Hindi does not have a category of articles; instead, it uses other 

determiners, such as the numeral eka etc or the indefinite pronoun koi as indefinite 

determiners. Demonstrative yaha/ye are also used to make definite specific noun with 

added meanings of proximity and vaha/ve for remoteness of the referents. 

In addition to a determiner, a noun may be produced by various quantifiers such as 

numerals which are further classified as Cardinals (ek, do etc), Ordinals (pahala, 

dusara .. ), Fractionals (adha, chauthayi etc), Multiplicatives (numeral added by suffix 

guna i.e. doguna etc), Aggregative (numeral added by suffix -o i.e. dono etc) and 

other quantifiers (i.e. hara, kucha, lagabhaga karfba etc). 

Adjectives and limiter Particles (quantifiers) may also precede a noun in a simple NP. 

The adjective which ends with -a have a feminine fonn f and a direct plural and 

oblique singular form ending in -e (as- accha, acchf, acche). When it ends in 

consonants or in vowels other than -a, have the same form in all genders, numbers 

and cases. As !ala phula has adj. !ala and the singular object (noun) phula, adjective 
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IS unchanged when the object phula is changed as plural (i.e. !ala phulo), 

Comparative and superlative adjectives are forms having suffixes -tara and -tama 

borrowed from Sanskrit (as- sre~fhatara and sre~fhatama). All adjectives participate 

in periphrastic comparative and superlative constructions. The comparative 

construction is generally represented as: [compared entity+ standard of comparison + 

se + adj. + linking verb]. For example: vaha tumase adhika mehanatf hai. The 

superlative construction has the following forms: [compared entity+ saba + se + adj. 

+ linking verb]. As - guliiha sa base sundara phula hai. Kachru ( 1984) states that on 

the basis of specific syntactic positions i.e. whether a particular adjective can ·precede 

a noun or function as a compliment to a linking verb, or occur in both positions, 

adjectives can be classified as: 

a. Attributive (precedes the head noun) and Predicative (compliment as post

modifiers). 

b. Basic (non-derivational i.e. red, old etc.), Derived ( Hindi uses much wider 

range of participial adjectives), and Complex Adjectives (preceding sub

modifiers as ek bahuta accha). 

c. Pronominal (pronoun used as adjectives). 

d. Semantic Subclasses (i.e. gradable (bahuta acchii etc) and non-gradable 

(jfvita, mrta etc), inherent (characterizes nouns directly; as - puriinf kitiiba) 

and non-inherent (do not characterizes nouns directly; as - puriinii dos_ta), 

stative (to show the status as - vaha vlra hai) and dynamic (the status in 

progress as~- vaha lambii ho raha hai)). 

2.4.2 Complex NP: Complex NPs are of three types: a) Nouns with complement 

clause b) Noun clause28 and c) Nouns with relative clauses and participle modifiers. 

2.4.2.1 Noun with Complement Clause (CC) is the statement apposition to the noun 

head of the sentence which is added by the conjunct ki. 

28 Yamuna Kachru (1984), p-135. 
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Ex - [NP {N-(yaha kahana) CC- ( ki raja jhufha bola raha hai)}]. 

2.4.2.2 Noun Clause has a genitive form of nominal or pronominal word followed by 

gerund. It functions as the NP. 

As- NP { (bill! kcl) (rona)}. 

2.4.2.3 Noun with Relative Clause: If the nominal/pronominal head is kept at the 

beginning of the sentence, the relative clause comes after the nominal/pronominal 

head. 

As- {NP ( vaha) (jo biihara hai)} 

or 

{NP (vaha) (jisaki yaha kitaba hai)} 

If the relative clause is kept at the beginning, nominal/pronominal head is kept just 

after the relative clause. 

2.4.2.4 Noun with Participle Modifier: When a participle form ts used as the 

modifier of any nominal or pronominal head, forms a NP. 

As- NP {(rota hua) (baccha)} 

Template for Hindi NP: 

The template may be given as: 

GEN + DET +N(AP) +N + (REL) 

Ex- NP (gava ka eka accha laqafa jo dilli men paqhata hai) · 

2.5 Basic difference between Sanskrit and Hindi NPs 

Sanskrit Template: NP = GEN + DET (ekaiJ!kascit) + N(AP) + N + (REL) 

Hindi Template: NP = GEN + DET (eka!koi) + N (AP) + N + (REL) 
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On the basis of two similer template in both the languages, one can say that both 

languages have same syntax which is generally presented in SOY word order. In that 

case, for sure, NP components can be classified as Noun head, case marker and 

modifier. Noun head may consist ek, koi etc as articles in Hindi and eka(l, kascft etc 

in Sanskrit. But Sanskrit differs from Hindi at case marker and modifier levels. 

Sanskrit being inflectional language does not show any postposition while Hindi has 

postposition because of its derivational nature. At the level of modifier, two things 

can be noticed in Sanskrit, 1) case marker is inflected with modifier29 and 2) modifier 

can take any place because of respectively free word order. In Hindi, modifier has no 

case marker or it takes oblique case marker. The conjunct ca can be used at the end of 

all nominals or with each nominal as it is used in rama(1 lak.Jmana(l ca and in ramasca 

lak.Jmanasca. In Sanskrit krdanta nominal functions as modifier but when there is no 

verb phrase in the given sentence, krdanta functions as verb .. 

If we follow the anvaya theory, Simple and complex NPs have almost the same 

structure. The only difference is caused by the ananvita Sanskrit text where adjective 

can come anywhere. Here complex NP has a VP included in relative clause. As this 

research is not covering the VP, complex NP (which includes compound and complex 

sentence) will not be here. 

These differences can be listed below: 

Sanskrit NP Hindi NP 

ekaf:l,/ ka5cft are used as an article ek, koi etc are used as an article 

No fixed place for adjective Fixed place for adjective 

Case marker inflected Case marker not inflected 

Adjective has case marker same as Adjective drops case marker except 

substantive oblique case 

29 yii viJe~ye~·u dr~yante lifiasmpkhyiivibhaktaya{z, priiyastii eva kartavyii samiiniirthe vise,m~ze. 
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Chapter 3 

CHALLENGES IN SANSKRIT-HINDI NOUN 

PHRASE MAPPING 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the challenges in NP mapping between SL (Sanskrit) and TL 

(Hindi). Because the nature of both languages is different, contrastive linguistic 

properties between Sanskrit and Hindi are given below: 

Sanskrit Hindi 

Inflectional Post positional 

Three numbers two numbers: singular & plural 

Three genders: masculine, feminine & Two- genders: masculine and 

neuter. feminine. 

Relatively free word order Less free word order 

No ergative Ergative as special feature 

No Subject-Verb agreement for Have gender agreement at the level 

gender in tinanta. of verbs 

Two subvibhaktis ca1mot come Two vibhaktis can come together 

together (usme se) 

karma-pravacanfya can come after or karma-pravacanfya can come only 

before a word after a word. 

Many vibhaktis (case markers) with Only genitive case marker with 

upapada upapada (ram ke sath) 

Conjunct ca at the end Conjunct in between words 

Adjectives and nouns both have same Only noun has case mark'er (except 

case markers oblique cases) 

Accusative form is used m multiple Accusative fonn (ko case) marker is 

karakas used only in accusative and dative. 

Table 1: contrastive property of Sanskrit and Hindi language. 

These differences are capable of giving a clear picture about the challenges faced in 

SHMT. Challenges in NP Mapping can be discussed under the following subtopics: 

• Case markers difference between Sanskrit and Hindi 
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• Different vibhaktis in a particular case in Sanskrit 

• Hindi cases and their different usage 

• Vibhakti divergence and challenges in case mapping 

• Challenges in indeclinable mapping 

• Challenges in mapping compound nominal 

• Challenges in mapping adjectives 

• Challenges in Mapping gender and number 

• Challenges in Mapping Word order 

3.2 Case marker differences between Sanskrit and Hindi 

Because Sanskrit is inflectional language and Hindi is derivational, the case system 

must be looked into. We generally find the comparison between both languages in 

which sup vibhakti is kept in parallel with the Hindi case markers. As kiiraka and 

vibhakti are different in Sanskrit, here kiiraka is termed as case and vibhakti is termed 

as case marker. This general hypothesis states that the kartii kiiraka takes sulauljas 

vibhakti in Sanskrit and¢, ne vibhakti (case marker) in Hindi. Following table shows 

the case marking difference: 

Case Sanskrit Case Marker Hindi Case Marker 

kartii (Agentive) su au jas ¢,ne 

Karma (Accusative) am auf sas ¢, ko 

kara7Ja (Instrumental) tii bhyii1Jl bhis se, ke dviirii 

sampradiina (Dative) lie bhyiirJl bhyas ko, ke lie 

apiidiina (Ablative) nasi bhyiil!l bhyas Se 

Sambandha (Genitive) lias OS iil!l kii, ke, kf 

adhikara7Ja (Locative) ni OS sup me, para 

Sambodhana (Vocative) su au jas he, ho, re, are 

Table 2: General difference between Sanskrit Hindi case marker 
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Here first thing one can notice easily is that Sanskrit case markers are different in 

three numbers while Hindi case markers are not differenciated on the basis of number. 

Case marker bhyii1?1 in three cases and bhyas in two cases in Sanskrit presents 

challenge in its translation. 

Basically, translation is not simply a map from lexical item to lexical item. There is 

some kind of syntactic-semantic relationship which is presented differently in 

different languages. In Sanskrit-Hindi NP mapping, it can be noticed at different 

levels: at the level of kiiraka adjectives, genders, numerals as well as word order. 

These issues will be discussed here to find out the challenges in getting comparatively 

correct output in Hindi (TL). Let us, first, see the different usage of Sanskrit case 

marker to understand the possible case mapping in TL for SHMT. 

3.3 Different vibhaktis in a particular kiiraka (case) in Sanskrit 

The statement viva~iitab kiirakiir;i bhavanti makes it clear that the kiirakas may take 

any vibhakti (case marker) in Sanskrit depending on the desire of the speaker but the 

meaning should not be changed. The kiiraka prakarar;a presents a clear picture of the 

usage of different vibhaktis in a particular karaka (case) in Sanskrit which is 

presented here. 

3.3.1 karta: Except pafichami (of apiidiina), all vibhaktis are found m karla m 

Sanskrit sentence. 

3.3.1.1 Kartari prathamii- priitipadikiirtha-liiiga-parimiir;a-vacanamiitre prathamii 

(P .2.3 .46) says that prathamii is introduced when nothing but nominal stem notion or 

nominal stem notion with gender, number or measure is to be dented. In riimab 

gacchati, riimaJ:z, the agent, has prathamii vibhakti which denotes the gender and 

number. 

3.3.1.2 Kartari dvitiyii- gati-buddhi-pratyavasiiniirtha-sabdakarmakiir;timapi kartii sa 

r;au (P.1.4.52) says that a kiiraka which serves as agent of a non-r;ic root that either 
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has the signification gati (movement), buddi (perception), pratyavasana 

(conjumption) or has sabda (sound) as its object, or has no object at all, is termed as 

karma when the same root terminates in I).ic. In example- satriin agamayat svargaJ?1, 

gamayate verb has 7Jic form of gam root. When the agent is marked as karma from the 

above said sutra, karma~Jf dvitfya (P.2.3.2) is applied. 

3.3.1.3 Kartari t{tiyii - kartrkara~Jayostrtfya (P .2.3 .18) introduces trtfya to denote the 

kartr where sentence is in passive voice. In rame~Ja ravalJab hata?J, agent is in trtfya 

vibhakti. 

3.3.1.4 Kartari caturthi:- pratyaiibhyclf!l §ruva?J piirvasya karta (P .1.4.40) says that a 

karaka that serves as the agent of a prior act of requesting is termed sampradana 

when root sru is used with the prefix prati and aii in Sanskrit sentence. In vipraya 

ga1!1 pratisrf!oli, vipra is the agent of the sentence to whom the pledge is made upon 

request. Here caturthf sampradane (P.2.3.13) sutra is applied with karta. In hotre 

anugrhfialilpratigrh!Jali, anupratignzasca (P .1.4.41) is applied which says that a 

ktiraka that serves as the agent of a prior act of requesting is termed sampradana 

when root gr (of kryadi ga~Ja) is used with the prefix anu and prati in Sanskrit 

sentence. Here also, caturthf sampradane (P.2.3.13) is applied with the agent. 

3.3.1.5 kartari !f~!hi:- According to kartrkarma~Jof:t krti (P.2.3.65), ~-a~!hf vibhakti is 

used with karla (and karma as well) when krt is there. As- kr~~Jasya krti!J. The kartr 

or karman, if expressed with the genitive, must be related with the action denoted by 

the root underlying the item which ends in krt. 

3.3.1.6 kartari saptami- arha!Jaf!l kartrtve 'narha!Jaf!l-akartrtve tadvaiparftye ca (va. 

2.3.37) says that saptami vibhakti is used to indicate the kartrtva of capable and 

akartrtva of anable. As- asatsu ti~!hatsu santa(z taranti. In this example asatsu is the 

karta of verb ti~th and it has saptami vibhakti. 

3.3.2 karma: All 7 vibhaktis are found in karma. 

3.3.2.1 karma~Jf prathama- by the sutra 'pratipadiktirtha liiiga parima~Ja 

vacanamatre prathama (P.2.3.46)' prathama vibhakti is used with ukta karma, the 
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karma which IS already expressed (ukte karmm:zf prathama syat). As- grantha(1 

pafhyate. 

3.3.2.2 karmm:zf dvitfya- by the sutra 'karmm:zf dvitfya (P.2.3.2)' anukta karma has 

dvitiya vibhakti. As- grama!Jl gacchati. Here karma (grammJz) is anukta so it has 

dvitiya vibhakti. 

3.3.2.3 karmm:zf trtfya- diva(l karma!z ca (P.1.4.43) says that a kiiraka which serves as 

means, more than anything else, is termed as karma. As- ak~ai(1 dfvyate. 

kartrkarm:zayostrtfya (P.2.3.18) says that a trtiya occurs in karta and kara~w where 

karta is anukta and karma is ukta. Sutra 'saiijo 'nyatarasyCilJl karmm:zf (P.2.3.22)' says 

that a tritiyii optionally occurs to express the object of jiia used with the suffix sam. 

For example- pitra sa!Jljtinfte. The vartika 'yaje!z karma~a[1 kara~asaiijya .... (va 

2.3.13)' says that the karma ofrootyaj occurs kara~a smJijiia. that's why pa§una has 

trtfya in the sentence pasuna rudrmJI yajet. 

3.3.2.4 karma~[ caturthf- kriyarthopapadasya ca karma~[ sthanina!z (P .2.3 .14) says 

that chaturthi occurs to express the object of a verb which denotes an action for 

which another action is intended and tumun suffix is not used. Ex- phalebhyo yiiti. 

Sutra manyakarmanyanadare vibhii~a 'pra~i~u' (P.2.3.17) says that karma occurs 

caturthi optionally with the object of root man when disrespect is expressed. Ex- na 

tvam tr~mrzltr~aya manye. The sutra 'gatyarthakarma~l dvitfyacaturthau 

ce~ftiyamanadhvani (P.2.3.12)' says that either dvitlyti or caturthf occurs to express 

the object of a verb of movement (gati), provided that the object is not expressed 

otherwise, that it is not adhvan and that the action involves actual movement (che~fa). 

Ex- grama!Jl/gramaya gacchati. 

3.3.2.5 karma~f paiicami- lyablope karma~yadhikara~e ca (va. 1.4.31) says that 

when the lyab-pratyayanta words are not used then the karma and adhikara~a kiiraka 

have paiicami. As- prasadiit prek~ate, asanat prek~ate. Here aruhya and upvisya is 

unexpressed in the examples and that's why paiicami is used instead of dvitfya. 
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3.3.2.6 karmanf ~a~fhl The sutra ~a~Jhf sese (P.2.3.50) says that 

svasvamibhavadisambandha is called se~a which is not considered as karaka and there 

the ~a~Jhf vibhakti is used. In matu[1 smarati, matuJ:l has ~·a~Jhf vibhakti. 

adhfgarthadaye~·iiTJl karma~Ji (P.2.3.52) says that the ~a~fhlvibhakti is occurred after a 

stem to express, as a reminder, the karma of verbs which denote the sense of adhika 

daya and IS roots. Ex- sarpi~o dayana1Jl (ghee ka dana). (krfijaJ:l pratiyatne (P.2.3.53) 

says that when pratiyatna is expressed then the object of kr root has ~a~fhl vibhakti. 

For example- edhodakasyopaskurute (fndhana jala me u~~1ta utpanna karata hai). 

kartrkarma~Job krtTTP.2.3.65) says.that ~·a~.thf vibhakti is used with karta and karma 

when krt is there. Ex- dugdhasya panam. Here dugdha has sasthf vibhakti and 

panam has krt suffix. 

3.3.2.7 karma~1i saptamf- ktasyenvi~ayasya karma~Jyupsm?Jkhyanam (va.2.3.36) sates 

that the karma of the words fonned by adding in suffix to the kta-pratyayanta word 

has saptamf. As- adhm vyakara~Je (jisane vyakara~Ja pacjha liya hai). 

sadhvasadhuprayoge ca (va.2.3.36) states that the saptamf case is used with the 

karma of siidhu and asadhu. As- sadhu[l matari, asadhu[l miifule etc. nimittat 

karmayoge (va.2.3.36) states that the saptamf vibhakti is used with the purpose of the 

verb, if the purpose of the verb is associated with the object of the verb. Ex- carma~Jf 

dvfpinaTJl hanti. Here getting carma (skin) of tiger is the purpose of the verb. So it has 

saptamf vibhakti. 

3.3.3 karal}a: 4 vibhaktis are used in karal)a in a Sanskrit sentence: 

3.3.3.1 kara~Je trtfta- kartrkara~Jayostrtfyii (P .2.3 .18) introduces trtfya to denote the 

kartr as well as kara~Ja. Ex- bii~Jena hata[l. Here bii~Jena has trtfta case marker. 

3.3.3.2 kara~Je caturthf- the sutra- parikraya~Je sampradanam-anyatarasyliTJl 

(P.l.4.44) states that the means (i.e. instrument) which is helpful in hiring any person 

or get a thing, takes the caturthf vibhakti. As- sataya/satena parikrfta[l. 

3.3.3.3 kara~Je paficamf- The sutra- kara~Je ca stokalpa-krcchr-katipayasyasatva

vacanasya (P.2.3.33) states that a trtiyii optionally occurs to paiichamf to express 
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karaf}a after stika 'a little', alpa 'a little', krcchra 'difficult', or katipaya 'a few' 

provided they do not denote the sattva 'substanc', and karaf}a is not expressed. As

s token stokiid va muktih. 

3.3.3.4 kara~ze ~a~_thl- The sutrajno 'vidarthasya karaf}e (P.2.3.51) states that a kara~ze 

· ~a~_thf occurs after a stem to express the karat) a of jna when not used in the sense of 

knowledge. As- sarpi~afz jiianam. Here root jna has the sense of pravrtti. Thus the 

:W~!hf vibhakti is used in sarpi~a. 

3.3.4 sampradiina: 4 vibhaktis are found in sampradana in a Sanskrit sentence. 

3.3.4.1 sampradane prathama - In dan!yo vipral), dan!yal) has prathama by the sutra 

pratipadikiirtha linga parimaf}a vacanamatre prathama (P.2.3.46) where 

~da+anfyara (by krtyalu_to bahulm!f (P.3.3.113), is in dative which is ukta. 

3.3.4.2 sampradane dvitfya - In manavakm?z dharmmJ1 briite/s{l.sti, manavaka171 has 

dvitfya by the sutra- akathitai?I ca (P .1.4.51) where it is said that the apradhana karma 

has also dviitfya vibhakti. It is optional as here dative case can also be used. The 

vartika- yaJeb karmaf}ab karaf}asanja sampradfinasya ca karmasal?lfi}a (va. 2.3.13) 

states the karma-smJ7nja of sampradana. As- pasuna rudral?l yajate has dvitfya in 

rudral?l where rudra is sampradana-bodhaka. 

3.3.4.3 sampradane trtfya - The vartika- asi~_tavyavahare daf}ab proge caturthyarthe 

trtfya (va. 2.3.23) states that when the donation is for the purpose of an immoral act, 

then the dative takes trtfya. As- dasya sanyacchate kiimukah. Here das1 is 

sampradana but has trtfya vibhakti. 

3.3.4.4 sampradane caturthf- The sutra- caturthf sampradane (P.2.3.13) says that 

sampradana has caturthf vibhakti. As- vipraya gfi'!l dadati. Here vipra is the 

sampradana- and it has caturthf vibhakti. 

3.3.5 apadana: 3 vibhaktis are found in apadiina (locative). 
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3.3.5.1 apadane dvitiya- The sutra- akathitm?z ca (P .1.4.51) states that the apradhana 

karma has also dviitfya vibhakti. Here in balil?z yacate vasudhli1J1, bali is apradhana 

karma and it has dviitfyii in the sense of apiidana (ablative). 

3.3.5.2 apadane trtfyii - vibha~a gu~w 'strfyiil?Z (P.2.3.25) says that a paficami 

optionally occurs after a non-feminine stem which denotes hetu as well as guna 

'quality'. Jiz4yiit Ja4yena va baddha(z. If the option of paiicami is not taken, trtfya can 

be used. 

3.3.5.3 apadane paiicamf- The sutra- apiidane paficamf (P.2.3.28) says that a 

paiicamf occurs after a nominal stem when apadana is not expressed otherwise. As

griimat iiyiiti. 

3.3.6 sambandha: Only one vibhakti is used in sambandha i.e. ~a~!hi by the sutra 

~a~!hi se~e (P.2.3.50). 

3.3.7 adhikara~za: 4 vibhaktis are used in adhikaraf.!a. 

3.3.7.1 adhikara~e dvitfya- In vra}a'?z avaru~addhi giilJ1, vra}a'?l is apradhiina karma 

and used as locus. Hence it has dvitfya by the sutra- akathitm?Z ca (P.1.4.51). The 

viirtika- akarmakadhatubhiryoge desah kalo bhavo gantavyo 'dhvii ca 

karmasamjiiaka'?l iti vacyam (va. P .1.4.51) says that a karma-sa1J1}fiii occurs when an 

intransitive root is used to indicate the place, time, action and path. As- kurun svapiti. 

The sutra- adhi5ffisthascl.IJ1 karma (P. (P .1.4.46) says that a kiiraka which serves as 

locus is termed as karma 'object' when sffi, sthii and iis root is used with the prefix 

adhi. As- adhiseteladhiti~!hati/ adhyaste vaiku~fhmJz hari(t. The sutra - abhinivisasca 

(P.1.4.47) states that a kiiraka which serves as locus is termed as karma 'object' when 

viS is used with prefix abhi+ni. As- sanmargam abhinivisate. The sutra

upanvadhyafivasal] (P .1.4.48) says that a kiiraka which serves as locus is termed as 

karma 'object' when vasa is used with upa, anu adhi and iifi. As

upavasati/anuvasati/ adhivasati/iivasati vaiku~fha1J1 harif:t. 

3.3.7.2 adhikara~e paiicamf- The viirtik- lyablope karma~yadhikara~e ca (va. 1.4.31) 

says that when the lyab-pratyayiinta words are not used then the karma and 
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adhikara~w kiiraka have paiicami. As- iisaniit pref9·ate. Here iisana is the locus and 

paiicami is used with asana. 

3.3.7.3 adhikara~Je ~a~!hl- The sutra- k!tvorthaprayoge kiile 'dhikara~Je ca (P.2.3.64) 

says that a ~-a~·!hl occurs to express locus after a stem which denotes time and is used 

in conjunction with a word which ends in an affix having a meaning of k!tvasuc. As

idame~amiisitm!l gafmJz bhuktmJz vii. 

3.3.7.4 adhikara!Je saptamz- saptamyadhikaral).e ca (P.2.3.36) simply says that the 

locus takes saptamlvibhakti. As- ka!e aste. 

3.4 Hindi cases and their different usage 

In 3.3 it is observed that karaka takes different vibhaktis in Sanskrit. Here it will be 

observed that a case marker in Hindi is used in different ways with different karakas. 

There are two cases in Hindi: direct and oblique. The direct case is used for nouns 

and is not followed by any postposition. The oblique case is used for nouns followed 

by a postposition. Adjectives qualifying nouns in the oblique case in the same phrase 

will inflect in the same manner. Case-suffixes and postpositions are used to express 

syntactico-semantic roles. Case suffixes are bound morphemes and are added only to 

the noun phrases. The NPs in Hindi takes oblique cases, when followed by 

postpositions. The vocative address forms may be preceded by the vocative 

morphemes a/he/are. Except for ergative, dative and passive subject, the default case 

marker ewith agent) is null. 

3.4.1 Ergative in Hindi: Ergative marker 'ne' is used with subject in perfect tense 

with transitive verbs. For example: Giindhiji ne kahii hai, Giindhiji ne kahii hogii, 

Nehru ne kaha, usne kahii thii etc. Here, when ne follows a noun, it is written 

separately and when 'ne' follows a pronoun, it is written as one word. Examples 

above show that kahii hai. kahii and kahii thii are used in perfect tense while kahii 

hogii is showing the assumption. It is clear that ne cannot be used in future tense. 
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3.4.2 ko case marker: It is used in a larger context in Hindi. It is generally assumed 

as karma kliraka (accusative) but it may be used in many cases. For example, riima ko 

ghara jiinii hai, mohana ko patra likhana hai etc where riima and mohana are the 

agents. In the sentence pita putra ko dekha rahii hai, putra is object and the case 

marker ko is accusative. In another sentence, mohana riima ko pustaka detii hai, ko 

case marker is used with dative riima. ko casemarker can be used with locative. For 

example: somaviir ko padhiif hogf. There must be 'ko' case marker in imperative 

sentence. For example- biilaka ko par)hanii ciihiye. 

3.4.3 se case marker: It is used with Instrumental and Ablative case frequently but it 

is also used in other cases. For example - riima se aba uthii nahf jiitii hai, bacce se 

darda saha nahf jiitii. In these sentences, se is used with agentive. In mohana riima se 

kahatii hai, se is used as accusative. In riima kalama se likhatii hai, se is used as 

instrumental. In himalaya se ganga nikalatf hai, se is used as ablative. In pe(lha se 

bandara la!akatii hai, se is used as locative. In sera se sabhf r;Jarate hain, se is used in 

the sense of fear. se can be used in the sense of 'with' as sonu caranf se ro.tf khiitii hai, 

aciira se parii!hii khiitii hai etc. The sentence til mat pa(lha, merf balii se has the sense 

of negligence. se can be used with direction to denote the place. For example: 

ayodhya se mithila gaya. It is also used to show the time. For example- tumhen kitane 

samaya se r;Jhunr;Jha raha hun. Case marker se is also used to show the bhiiva of 

work: For example- mana se pa(lhatii hai, dhyiina se suntii hai, sthira se baithii hai, 

sthira se klima karo etc. 

3.4.4 Genitive case markers: kii case marker is used with possessed noun

masculine. iipkli bhiifiitii hai, apakli sviisthya acchii hai etc. ke case marker is used 

when the direction is right or left or nearby. syiima ke bat or kursf hai, usake dahinf 

ora baccii hai, pita ke bagala me putra hai etc. ke case marker is used with possessed 

noun followed by verb or adjective or other nouns. As- lata ke ghara kf sundaratii 

dekhf, iipke maklina kli klima purii huii, riima ke vidyiilaya me silcyaka hain? etc. Case 

marker kf is used with possessed noun- feminine. For example- iipakf bahan jiitf hai, 

apkf tabiyata acchf hai. It is used when the direction is followed by the word disal or. 

As- purva kf disii me ghara hai, age kf or ba(lha gayii. case marker nil, nf & ne are 
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always used with pronoun and the form becomes- apna, apanf & apne respectively. 

As- apna glasa lao, apni kalam uthao, apne bhaz ko bulao etc. Other case markers ra, 

rl & re are coming with mam and tum in singular and plural both and gives 

mera/mere/merf, hamara/ hamarel hamarf and feral tere/ terf respectively. As

hamara/mera bhaz aya, hamare /mere guru ne kaha, hamarzlmerf ma vidu:'lf hai etc. 

3.4.5 Locative case markers: me1i and para are used as case markers in locative. 

The case marker men generally indicates the inner location of any object as- patra me 

}ala hai. The case marker para is used as an outer location as - vrk.Ja para cat)hata 

hai. But maidana me khelata hai has me case marker for outer location. So it is used 

vise-versa and hence use of this case marker is dependent on the type of location. For 

example, if the lication is gha<;la (i.e. gha!a), then the case marker is depending on the 

nature of the object/matter (adheya). For example- if the object/matter is jala, locative 

case marker me will be used (gha<;le me jala hai). If the object is phala then both the 

case marker may be used depending on the intention of the speaker. If the fruit is 

smaller, it may be kept inside the gha!a and if it is bigger, it will be kept on the ghat a. 

Hence me and para both the case markers are suitable. 

3.4.6 Vocative case marker: It is generally used before the noun to address 

someone. It can also be used with adjective or the adjective which is used as name. 

3.5 Vibhakti Divergence and Challenges in NP- case mapping 

Sanskrit sentences are of three types- simple complex and compound. A single verb 

can be a simple sentence in Sanskrit (e~ka-tiii vakyalJl), where NP could not be found 

in absence of any nominal pada. Generally a simple sentence has an NP and VP i.e. 

subanta and tinanta. In Complex sentence, there is one main subject (uddesya) and 

two or more samapika verbs. As - yasyarthab tasya mitra!Ji. In these sentences, there 

is one main clause and rest is dependent clause. There are three types of dependent 

clause: nominal clause, adjective clause and adverb clause which expend noun, 

adjective and adverbial respectively. Nominal clause is used as an agent or an object, 

adjective clause always becomes an adjective of the agent or the object and adverbial 
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clause is used in VP. In a compound sentence, two or more simple/complex sentences 

are added by conjunct and these are samiiniidhikaraJJa of each other. The indiclinable 

ca, tathii, api etc are used to add two or more statements. 

In these three types of sentence, simple sentence has the construction as NP and VP. 

NP may have modifiers and agent may take all the six case markers discussed with 

karta in section 3.3.1 as well as genitive case. So it must be the karta (agentive case). 

The rest cases will come under the VP which functions as object, instrument etc. 

In complex sentence, NP has noun head and an adjectival clause. An adjectival clause 

is basically a complete statement about the agent and it functions as an adjective and 

comes under the NP category. Since it is just like a complete sentence, it has also two 

parts: NP and VP. It may be a very long compound sentence in which simple or 

complex sentence is concatenated with a complementizer. In a compound sentence, 

two or more simple/complex sentence is concatenated with a conjunct. So there are 

two or more complete sentences and each of them has NP-VP structure. The sentence 

pattern can be represented like this: 

Simple sentence: [ {NP (Adjective+ Noun)} {VP((Adverb)+Verb)}] 

Complex sentence: [ {NP (Noun+ Adjectival clause)} {VP ((Adverb) +Verb)}] 

Compound sentence: [ {NP (Adjective+ Noun)} {VP ((Adverb) + Verb)}] + conjunct 

+[ {NP (Adjective+ Noun)} {VP((Adverb)+Verb)}] or 

[ {NP (Noun+ Adjectival clause)} {VP ((Adverb) + Verb)}] + conjunct +[ {NP 

(Adjective+ Noun)} {VP((Adv~rb)+Verb)}]. 

In this representation, we can again go for the subdivision ofVP which consists ofNP 

and verb. An NP which is coming under VP, may consist any case marker in Sanskrit. 

Here the challenges coming in those NP-case mapping will be discussed but the 

adjectival clause which is functioning as an adjective in a complex sentence, will not 

be discussed as they are basically a complete sentence which requires the study of VP 

for its complete mapping. The discussion of adjectival clause needs the study of NP 
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and VP. As this study IS focused on NP only, the adjectival clause will not be 

discussed here. 

To get an idea of divergences at the case level, comparison may be done in following 

similar sentences having same case marker in Sanskrit but differently translated in 

Hindi. 

1. In the following two sentences, veda(z adhfyate and dharma!z caryate, veda(z and 

dharma(z has prathamii vibhakti in SL but their translation in Hindi (TL) is 

different. In veda paflhii jiitii hai, the case marker is dropped while dharma ka 

palana kiya jiita hai has kii case marker. rama(z agacchat (ram gaya) has no case 

marker in its translation while rama(z akathayat (ram ne kaha) has ergative. Here 

rama!z is the subject but veda(z and dharma(z are object in the above discussed 

examples. 

2. The following examples: amrm71 khadati (ama khata hai), vrk~m?l arohati (vr~a 

para caflhata hai), balakm?Z pafhayati (balaka ko paflhata hai), sftai?Z pari~Jiniiya 

(sfta se vivaha kiya), phala1J1 icchati (phala kf iccha karatii hai), krosa'?l gacchati 

(kosa bhara jata hai), dharma'?l anugacchati (dharma para calata hai), rama'?l 

anugacchati (rama ke pfche jata hai) etc are the examples where there is dvit!ya 

vibhakti in Sanskrit but their Hindi translation has different postpositions. 

3. The following sentences ~ave trtfya but its translation have different postpositions 

in Hindi: maya kathila1J1 (maine kaha), gunai(t atmasadrsfl?l kanya171 uflavahe 

(gul}a men apne samana kanya se til vivaha kara ), anena prakiire~Ja kathm?l 

likhasi? (isa prakiira kyoli likhate ho?). The first sentence has ergative, second has 

the locative case marker while the third has11o case marker. 

4. These following sentences have caturthf vibhakti in Sanskrit but takes different 

postposition in Hindi Translation: biilakiiya phala1J1 dadati (balaka ko phala deta 

hai), vrtraya saslraiJ1 praharati (vrtra para §astra phenkata hai), narf naryai!z 

fr~yati (narf narf se fr~ya karat[ hai). 

5. ak~an/ak~ail) divyati has been translated as - pason se khelata hai. Here it may 

also be translated as- pasa khelata hai where the case marker will be dropped. 
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Carudev Shastri 1 says that when the vyavahiira artha is taken for Vdiva, 

translation will be piisii phenkatii hai. Here we see that case marker is dropped 

depending on the intension of the speaker. 

6. In dhanikab dhaniiya/dhanena trin sevakiin dve var~e yavat parikrinati, dhanaya 

may be translated as dhana se in Hindi but the other example shows the other 

possibilities in its case marking: pratimasm71 daniyebhya(1 sataya rupyakebhya(1 

=sau rupaye masika deya par yaha naukara rakha gaya hai. Or it may be 

translated as - prati-masa deya sau rupaye par yaha naukara rakha gaya hai. 

Here para case marker is used for daniyebhya(1 and sau rupaye (sataya 

rupyakebhya(t) has oblique form of rupaya. In another example, vimsati 

rupyakebhya(1 parikrftamidmJ1 gehmJ1 asmabhi(1 = hamare dviira yaha ghara bisa 

rupaye me kiriiye para liya gaya. Here me case marker is used instead of se or 

oblique case or locative case marker. So the same types of sentences have 

different possible translation and hence it becomes challenging for machine to 

handle. 

7. Depending on the sentence patem of sa(1 vidyalayiiya gacchati (vaha vidhyiilaya 

jata hai), if sab gramiiya chalati is translated as- vaha gava chalatii hai, it will not 

be a good translation. Here vaha gava ke liye chalata hai or vaha gava ki or 

chalatii hai will be more appropriate. So the changing verb is affecting the 

postposition in Hindi. 

8. The example- maya hari(t sevya(l can also be translated as mujhako hari ki sevii 

karanf ciihiye where mujhe is the oblique form of main with accusative case 

marker (i.e. main + ko = mujhe/mujhko). So here accusative ko case marker may 

also be mentioned in conclusion. It may also be translated -as mujhase hari sevita 

hai or mere dviirii hari kf sevii kf jiinf chiihiye. So mere_ dviirii has instrumental 

case marker while mujhelmujhako has accusative case in Hindi. 

9. The sentence giirrz paya!1 dogdhi is translated as giiya se doodah duhatii hai to 

indicate the ablative. In Hindi speaking areas, we can easily find kii instead of se 

I vakvyavaharartha, p-14. 
2 SK-p.794 
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in this example (gaya ka doodah duhata hai). So se and ka are the two possible 

case markers in this example. 

10. If the sentence baliY(l vasudhiliJI yacate is translated in two ways: bali se vasudha 

mciligata hai and bali se vasudha ki yacana karta hai, we can find that vasudha is 

dropping its case marker when the verb maligana is there and in another 

translation, it is taking ki case marker with the verb yacana karana. So the effect 

of verb selection during translation is one very important factor in handling Hindi 

postposition. 

11. In gargan safaiJI dm:u;Jayati, garga can take ko as well as para case marker as

gargOIJI para sau rupaya daJJ¢a lagata hai and gargoryz ko sau rupaya daJJ¢a deta 

hai. Basically when we take da~zcj.a lagata hai, then para is coming and when 

daJJ¢a deta hai is used, it takes ko case marker. Again it is the case of verb 

selection. 

12. In the example of ~mu~, where devadattarp satarp musnati is translated as 

devadatta se sau rupaye curata hai, ka case marker may also be used i.e. devadatta 

ka sau rupaya curata hai. 

13. In the example of~ nf, gramaY(l a}ilf!l nayati is translated as gava me bakarf ko le 

jata hai. After scrambling we may get a}ilf!l gramaY(l nayati in Sanskrit. Then 

bakarf ko ganva le jiita hai is more suitable than bakarf ko gava me le jata hai. 

Case marker should not be affected by scrambling. 

14. In the example masaf!l aste, masmJI has accusative because it indicates the time 

and an intransitive verb is used with it. In its Hindi translation' (mahfne bhara 

rahata hai), the word bhara is added. In another example- kalymJI utti~fhati, 

kalyaY(l also indicates the time but no additional word is inserted in its translation 

(priita?z ufhata hai), although it may take the locative case marker me. 

15. The example satasya dfvyati vaJJik and sahasrasya dfvyati dhurta{z have ~a~!hf 

instead of dvitfya by the sutra - divastadarthasya in the sense of gamble and 

barter (exchange of goods). The first has ka case marker in the translation of 
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satasya - baniya sai rupayti kii vytipara karatti hai, while the other has no case 

marker in the translation of sahasrasya - juarf sau rupayti lagtitti hai3
. 

16. In du~filya krudhyati, du~filya has dative case marker because of-J krudh. It can be 

translated in two ways: du~fa para krodha karatti hai or du~_ta se gusstitti hai. So 

two different case marker is used to express the same meaning, depending of the 

verb selection. 

17. In durbuddheh daityasya mrdhe pratikiirayishyati, daityasya has ~a~!hf case 

marker but, in its translation- murjha daitya se yuddha me badala !ega, se case 

marker is there4
. 

18. There are two possible translation of the sentence devadatttiya dfrghamayu~yaJ!l 

bhuyat/devadattasya dfrghamtiyu~ymJl bhuyilt (i.e. devadatta drighayu ho or 

devadatta kf iiyu lambf ho ). First example is dropping the case marker ke liye 

while devadattasya is not dropping the case (although the first translation can also 

be used for the second sentence). 

19. Same as the above discussed example, sarvebhyo sukhmJl bhavatu may have two 

possible translation as- saba ko sukha ho or sabhf sukhf hoven. Here also one 

transition has case marker while other drops. 

20. In annasya heto?1 vasati, anna ke hetu se rahatti hai and anna ke liye rahatti hai 

are the two possible translations. The other example may be- kena hetob vasati. 

The above discussed points are clearly showing the divergences at case level. These 

divergences are causing errors in the output because case markers are getting changed 

in TL while the input sentence pattern is same. Animate-inanimate object, transitive

intransitive verb, effect of the verb selection (of TL) for translating into TL and 

singularity-plurality of the object are the reasons for the arbitrary change in case 

markers which is actually depending on the intention. The rules may be written to 

handle these challenges coming in case mapping on keeping the above reasons in 

mind. 

3 vakvyavaharartha, p-31. 
4 vakvyavaharartha, p-59. 
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3.6 Challenges in indeclinable mapping 

Indeclinable is used in NP to express different meaning in different context. Mapping 

the indeclinable (used in NP) is thus important as well as challenging in Machine 

translation. These are described in the following sutras in A~tadhyayi -

svaradiniplitamavyayam, taddhitasclisarvavibhakti(z, krnmejanta(z, ktvatosunkasuna(z, 

and avyayfbhavasca (P .1.1.3 8-41 ). The sutra 'svaradinipatamavyayam' states that the 

svaradi-avyaya and clidi-avyaya which are the words of akrtiga!Ja, are indeclinable. 5 

Next sutra 'taddhitasclisarvavibhakti(z' states that the taddhita-pratyayii,nta words 

~.which are not found in all vibhakti, are also indeclinable. krnmejanta(z states that 

makii.ranta krdanta and ejanta krdanta are indeclinable. makaranta krdanta such as 

smlira1Jl-smlira1Jl (Vsmr+JJamul), pafhitw!l (Vpafh+tumun) etc. The ejanta krdantas 

are mostly found in veda. As-jivase, pibadhyai etc. ktvatosunkasuna?z states that 

words ending with ktvli, tosun and kasun are also indeclinable. Example- krtva, 

udetof:t and visrpa(z respectively. The result i.e. vibhakti lopa is said by the sutra 

avyaylidlipsupa(z (P.2.4.82). In Amarko~a (trtlya karyc;Ia) avyaya words are classified 

according to their meaning6
. 

Different types of usage of some important indeclinable words are discussed by V S 

Apte7
• These may be shown as examples to understand the challenges indeclinable 

mapping in SHMT: 

Indeclinable aiiga is used independently as sambodhana. Example- aiiga kvacitkusalf 

tata. Sometimes it is used for respect. As- aiiga vidvan mliJJavakmJ1. adhylipaya = he 

paJJr;/4! mtifiavaka ko pac)?zaen. Sometimes it is used with ki1J1. to give the sense of ki1?z 

punaf:t or kimuta. As- (trJJena karyaf!l bhavatfsvarli!Jlif!l) kimaiiga vligghastavatli 

nare!Ja (pancatantra 111) = vli!Jf aura hathon se yukta manu~ya kf bata hf kyii? 

5 List given in siddhiinta-kaumudf is given separately in apendix-I. 
6 Indeclinable classification is given in apendix-11 
7 See, VS Apte (1993) Sanskrit Syntax: the students guide to Sanskrit Composition (Hindi translation 
·by Dr. Umeshchandra Pandey, pp-165-126.) 
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Similarly different meamng of atha is found in sanskrit texts. It is used in the 

following sense: aba/isake biida, tabalusake biida, prainiirthe, samuccayiirthe, 

SG1J1iayiirthe, saf!1piin:ziirthe, yadiyarthe in Hindi. As: 

athiito brahmajijiiasa= aba/isake bada brahmajijfiiisa (iirambha hota hai), 

atha prajiil}timadhipa(1 prabhiite vaniiya dhenw71 mumoca = taba prajii ke sviimf ne 

priita!zkiila gay a ko vana jane ke liye chor)a, 

at~a kim= isase kyii? 

bhfmo 'tharjuna!Fbhima aura arjuna, 

sabdo nityo'thanitya= sabda nitya hai ya anitya hai?, 

atha maral).amavasyameva jantoJ:!= yadi jfvon kii maral}ii niicita hai, 

atha is used with vain the sense of vikalpa (alternate). 

These are the different meaning of one indeclinable. The other indeclinable words are 

also used in different sense. 

smrtikiirairna etavat eva viramyate (smrtikiira itane men hf nahfn rukate) and 

smrtikiirairna eta vat eva kathyate (smrtikiira itana hf nahfn kahate) shows the 

different translation because ofhi insertion in first one. 

The variation in meaning of indeclinable shows the challenges in its mapping. As 

these words are used in NPs, the task of NP mapping becomes challenging. Making 

any rule for handling different meanings of these indeclinable words can only be done 

after VP study as the example of eva shows the difference in translation because of 

change in verb. 
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3. 7 Challenges in mapping compound words 

In compound nominal mapping, first we have to process the compound to get the 

vigrahavakya. This vigrahaviikya or samiisa vigraha can be translated to clarify the 

meaning of the given Sanskrit text. In Sanskrit, there are six types of samasa8
. 

avyayibhiiva: In avyayibhava, compound nominal is fonned with the help of 

indeclinables i.e. the indeclinable pada is purvapada and it is pradhana (head which 

governs the compound) in avyayibhava. 

tatpurutja: In tatpuru~a, uttarapada is pradhana and purvapada has different case 

markers. After getting vigrahavakya, here also case marker handling process is 

adopted. 

karmadhiiraya: In karmadharaya compound, generally, purvapada is an adjective and 

uttarapada is a nominal head. Here adjective should be identified first, then the case 

marking of substantive should ne handles. (Handling adjective will be discussed in 

section 3.8). 

bahuvrihi: In this compound section, the meaning of compound word should be taken 

either by translating the vigraha-viikya or by its rucjha meaning. Here, in the vigraha

vakya of any given bahuvrfhi, mostly the relative clause will be found. (If there will 

be any verb in the vigraha-viikya, that can be handled after the Verb Phrase (VP) 

study. That portion is leaved aside as present study is not handling the VP.) 

dvandva: Compound nominal, dvandva, is used in NP which is sometimes added by 

indeclinable ca, tathii or sometimes dual/plural number is used to form a compound 

Nominal. For example, rama!1 syama!1 ca, riima§ca §yama§ca, riima§yamau etc are 

the different ways to write a compound nominal in a NP. Here ·single and double cain 

the vigraha-vakya will require extra case as the conjunct in Hindi is neither kept at the 

end of the combining words nor used twice to combine the two given words. 

bhriitarau, pitarau are some compound words which are used to denote a male-

8 dvandvosmi dvigurapi ciismi, grhe ca me satatamavyfbhiivas!z, tatpuru,m karmadhiiraya yeniiha1Jz 
syilf!l bahuvrfhi!z. 
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female pair but it looks like the dual form of bhratr and pitr So there is also the 

chance of ambiguity in its translation. 

dvigu: In dvigu compound, the pun;apada 1s a numeral value which we get in 

vigrahaviikya after processing the compound. Keeping numeral adjectives aside, the 

case marking of nominal pada may be done similarly as discussed earlier in the case 

handling section. Although numeral modifier in vigrahaviikya generally drops the 

case marker, being the adjective of nominal head, it will also be discussed .under 

adjec~ival mapping. 

3.8 Adjective and·challenges in its mapping 

3.8.1 Adjective: Dash and Gillon (1995)9 say that there are two ways to categorize 

words: on the basis of properties intrinsic to words and on the basis of relations which 

words bear to be other words, or even extra grammatical entities. First way leads to 

the categories of noun, adjective, verb, preposition etc.; while the second way leads to 

such categories as predicate and modifiers. Sanskrit, being an inflectional language, 

requires essentially morphological criteria for determining membership in lexical 

categories. While noun and adjectives, both take declensional inflection, noun have 

gender intrinsically, while adjectives do not. 

One element modifies another when the two elements are co-constituents m a 

constituent of which the later element is the head. It turns out that, in general, nouns, 

adjectives and prepositions can be modifiers in compounds. In every compound in 

Sanskrit which is not a co-ordinate, the non-head element modifies the head element. 

Even in phrase structure both adjectives and nouns can be modifiers. Adjectives agree 

with the nouns they modify. There is of course no agreement between nouns. 

Structural conditions for agreement of adjectives with nouns are quite precise: an 

adjective agrees with a noun in case, number and gender when the adjective is the 

head of an adjective phrase which modifies the noun (where the relation of 

9 The Adyar Library Bulletin, pp. 285-294, 1995 
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modification is taken in its unextended sense). Relation of predication is the relation 

which the verb phrase of a clause bears to the subject noun phrase of the same clause. 

In riima(1 sftiiqt pa~yati, sftiir[t pa~yati is the predicate of the subject riima(1. But in strf 

sundarf, the adjective sundarf is a predicate of the noun strf and there is no verb, in 

this condition, assuming null copula in absence of VP, we can say that the adjective 

sundarf is a predicate of the noun strf. Dash and Gillon (1995) present empirical 

support to the assumption of a phonetically null copula and shows that the adjective 

agrees with a noun of which it is a predicate or modifier (in phrase structure). 

Adjectives (modifier) seem to be noun in absence of modified noun. In dfnm!l piilaya 

dfnm!l is performing the role of noun as this sentence contains a phonetically null 

noun/pronoun. Null noun/pronoun serves as a head noun in a NP in which the bare 

adjective is modifier. Thus Dash and Gillon (1995) conclude that a noun is provided 

for the adjective to modify, thereby supplying a noun phrase to be the subject of the 

sentence. They further give a template for this type of construction saying that these 

may be considered as compound. In this template, [N {Adj.} {Nominal}], head of 

such compound is a noun, so the compound itselfhas the status of the head. 

Dr S D Joshi did the classification of nouns into adjectives and substantives in his 

paper titled Adjectives and Substantives as a single class in the "Parts of Speech "10
. 

The structure of Sanskrit is such that it makes a clear distinction between verbs and 

nouns which can be defined semantically as well as morphologically. A verb denotes 

activities in process which consists of definite sequence of beginning middle and end. 

Nouns, on the other hand, do not denote a process but frozen actions in the form of a 

substance ... Particles serve to reveal the relation existing between two different words, 

whereas the prepositions serve to specify the meaning of the verb. Grammatically 

upsargas are always connected to verbs while nipiitas shows relation between the 

different words. The distinction between upsarga and nipiitas is not structural or 

morphological but it is functional. This functional classification corresponds to the 

grammatical fact that prepositions are always connected with verbs in the sentence 

and bring out inherent signification of verbs whereas the nipiitas are regarded as 

10 Journal of the University ofPoona, vol.25, pp.l9-30, 1966. 
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word-connectives or sentence connectives .... this division of words is based on the 

combined aspect of form, meaning and function, and it is suitable to the structure of 

Sanskrit. 

According to Panini, prepositions, particles, adverbs, adjectives fall under the 

category naman or priitipadika. In his descriptive categorization, Panini includes 

upsarga and nipiita under the single category 'noun'. As mentioned earlier, noun 

presents the static notion and verb presents the process of happening, thus all 

adjectives, pronoun~,___ conjuctions ~nd indeclinables are noun. The adverbs are 

grouped under the category of nouns, because structurally they have similar forms 

with nouns. To Bhartrhari, pronouns might be a subclass of nouns or adjective. It is 

either restrictive adjective or stands for the things in general. Thus they function either 

like adjectives or like noun, and when they restrict the sense of substantive, they are 

adjectives. 

The adjectives and substantives have the same inflection in Sanskrit. The chief 

difference one may note is that the former class varies in three genders, as it is shown 

by their agreement with substantives. The substantives have definite gender 11
• But 

there are some exceptions pointed out in vyutpattiviida where vedii?1 pramiinm!l, 

salaf!1 briihmm;,iib etc are shown as examples. Here we find the disagreement between 

adjectives and nouns in either their gender or number, or their gender and number. 

Joshi (1996) states that Panini does not define the terms vise~aQ.a and vise~ya 

semantically or structurally but used the term in the rule II.1.57 (which means: a case 

inflected word standing for a qualifier is compounded with a case-inflected word 

standing for a qualificand . For example - nllotpala, raktotpala etc. Here nlla and 

rakta are used as modifier which differentiate the blue and red lotuses from the white 

lotus etc). Further says that Patafijali also find it difficult to explain the term vise~m;,a 

and vise~ya. The difference between vise~m;a and vise~ya lies in the point of view 

which we put forth. When the notion of qualifier and qualified is purely subjective 

with the reference to the wish of the speaker, adjectival notion can be easily turned 

11 yalliiigaip. yadvacana1p. ya ca vibhaktirvise~yasya, talliiigaip. tadvacanaip. sa ca 
vibhaktirvise~al)asyapi. ( samasacakra1p.) 
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into the substantive notion. Therefore patafijali gives suitable terminology to point out 

the intrinsic difference between the adjectives and substantives. He calls adjectives 

gu"(lavacanas: 'denotative of qualities', that are found in substances and terms 

substantives (vise~sya) dravyavacana: 'denotative of substances'. Panini has also used 

the term gu"(lavacana in sense of qualifying attribute 12
. The grammarian's term gu"(la 

stands for the attribute or qualities separable or inseparable from the substances. Here 

the tenn gu"(lavacana means any attributive word which serves to distinguish one from 

the other which is cleared by the earlier example of nllotpala, raktotpala etc. but this 

concept of gu~wvaciiiw and dravydvacana is not useful for the karmadhiiraya 

compound prescribed for the vise~ya-vis9a"(la words because karmadhiiraya 

compound is formed with the two dravyavacana as well as two gu~wvacana. For 

example, in amravr~a(1, we find two dravya amra and vr~a respectively. Similarly 

suklakr~"':la(I has two gu"(lavacana sukla and kr~"':la respectively. The terms gu~wvacana 

and dravyavacana have definite meanmg and they cannot be normally 

interchangeable. When the notion of vise~ya-vise~a"(la-bhiiva is purely dependent upon 

vivak~ii, a classification of adjectival words into gu"(lavacana and dravyavacana can 

handle the non-compound construction in language processing. The grammatical fact 

of agreement or concord between the adjectives and substantives is well brought by 

Patafijali by classifying them logically as denotative of qualities and substances. 

Joshi (1996) also presents the views of Bhartrhari and Helaraja from Vakyapad!ya. 

The gu"(la cannot be conceived without gu"(lf. Here the gu"(la is modifier and thus, 

Helaraja says: bhedakatvmrt ciitra mukhya1J1 gu"(lala~a"(la1J1. Bhartrhari, while 

discussing the term vise~ya and vise~a"(la, pointed out that vise~ya-vise~a"':la is a 

syntactic category and not a morphological or grammatical one. The designatives 

viSe~ya and vise~a"(la refer to a word as a member of combination and not as an 

isolated individual. If nlla and ghata are not put together in combination but used 

separately, they only denote the nominal notion. But when it is used in combination, 

nlla becomes the modifier of the ghafa. 

12 Panini 11.1.30;VI.2.115. 
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It is also presented by Joshi (1996) that the modifier is used not only for 

differentiation but also for the identification. In prameyo gha!ab, the universal 

attribute prameya, 'knowledge', cannot eliminate anything because there is no 

unknowable worldly object. In such case adjectives do not indicate the difference but 

simply identify the object with its qualifier. The qualifying word differentiates the 

individuals of the same class and not individuals of the other classes. In nTlo gha!a?z, 

gha.ta is representing the whole class of gha!a and nila is differentiating it from the 

other possible colours. 

So we conclude that 1) the main-difference between adjectives and substantives is that 

the substantives have a fixed gender while the adjectives vary in gender and number 

following the substantive character. And 2) the adjective is subordinate while the 

substantives areprimary. 

3.8.2 Challenges in adjective mapping: After a conceptual discussion, we can 

move towards few examples which are related to the identification of adjectival pada, 

the problem of case handling in adjectives and gender aspect affecting the adjective. 

3.8.2.1 The identification of adjectival pada: In Sanskrit, except some compound 

nominals, the place of adjective is not fixed. In compounding, the adjective and 

substantive is observed by the commentators on the basis of vacakatva. If 

jativacaka/sm!l}fiavacaka word is kept with the gw:zavacaka and kriyavacaka then 

guJJ-avacaka and kriyavacaka will be the adjectives in those compounds. In 

nilotpalaytl, nilaf!l is qualitative and hence this is the adjective of utpala which is 

jativacaka. In pacakabrahmaJJ-a?z, kriyavacaka pada pachakab is the adjective of 

brahmaJJ-a (jati/sm!l}fia). (when kriyavacaka pada will be the adjective, then Hindi 

will take the wala construction). But when two qualitative words or the kriyavacaka 

padas come together, there is no certain position for adjective. 

Three types of nominal can function as an adjective: subanta, krdanta and taddhita. If 

two subanta padas are coming together as samanadhikaraJJ-a then anyone may be 

adjective. Same as, if two krdanta padas are coming together then also the place of 

adjective pada is uncertain. If krdanta and subanta pada comes together, then the 
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krdanta pada is adjective and subanta is substantive. If krdanta/subanta and taddhita 

is coming together, then taddhita is the adjective and the krdanta/subanta is 

substantive. As taddhita never becomes the adjective of a pronoun, when taddhita is 

used with a pronoun, pronoun will be the adjective and taddhita will be the 

substantive. 

3.8.2.2 Mapping of adjective: There are two issues in adjective mapping: the case 

marking and the word order. The first difference between Sanskrit and Hindi adjective 

is that an adjective and a substantive in Sanskrit have the same ca~e marker while 

adjective in Hindi does not show the case marker accept oblique forms in pronominal 

adjectives and the adjectives with a-ending. As- tena balakena kathitaf!l= usa balaka 

ne kaha. In madhuraf!l phalm?J dadati, adjective and substantive has the same case 

marker in Sanskrit, but in m[!hti phala deta hai, adjective mffha has no case marker. 

But the plural of madhurm?J phalmJ1, madhurtinf phalanf (dadiiti), (mf{he phalmi ko 

detti hai), has oblique form with the adjective in Hindi. In sundara(1 balakaf:L asti, 

adjective and substantive has the same case marker in Sanskrit, but in sundara balaka 

hai, adjective sundar has no case maker. So here we see that the case marker is 

dropped. The NP sushi/a balikii can be translated as sushi/a balikii as well as sushi/a 

latjakf. Here it can be noticed that when balika word is not changed with its 

synonyms, we can keep sushi/a as an adjective of balikii. But sushi/a lat;Lakf is not 

used in Hindi, instead of sus hila latjakf. In Hindi, acchf lat;lakf cannot be pluralized as 

acchiytili lat;lakfyali instead of acchf latjakfytili. So the claim of same number with 

·adjective and substantive cannot be true in Hindi while this is applied in Sanskrit. We 

can see another example: teja latjaka and teja latjakf, where the gender of adjective 

word is not affected by the gender of substantive. As it is mentioned earlier that the 

adjectives and substantives have the same inflection in Sanskrit, the chief difference 

one may note is that the former class varies in three genders, as it is shown by their 

agreement with substantives. The substantives have definite gender13
. But there are 

some exceptions pointed out in vyutpattivada where vedaf:L pramanaf!l, satal?J 

brahmaf}ti/:l etc are shown as examples. Here we find the disagreement between 

13 yallingaJ!z yadvacanaJ!l yil ca vibhaktirvise~yasya, tallingm!l tadvacanaJ!l sa ca 
vibhaktirvise~w:wsyllpi. (samilsacakraJ!l) 
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adjectives and nouns in either their gender or number, or their gender and number. So 

these challenges need to be address to get the correct output. 

The next issue in mapping adjective is the place of adjective. In Sanskrit, adjective 

has no fixed place. In Sanskrit, it can be kept either before or after the substantive. In 

Hindi, adjective is kept before the substantive (i.e. Adjective + Noun) but the 

adjectival clause has no fixed place. So leaving the adjectival clause aside, we should 

focus on the adjective (non-adjectival clause) where we have, first, to identify the 

adjective in SL which will be arranged according to the Hindi output. __ One more thin~ 

can be notices that biilakadvaya types of constructions have numeral adjective where 

adjectives are attached with the substantive and making a single word. Here we have 

to separate the adjective from the substantive to handle the output. 

3.8.2.3 Challenges in mapping conjuncts: In dvandva compound, the conjunct ca 

has no fixed number. Sometimes one ca can come at the end of substantives; 

sometimes multiple ca can be used i.e. ca with each substantive (depending on the 

number of substantive) or sometimes compound can take dual or plural number. For 

example-

a. riimal} la~manal} ca paJhata(l. 

b. riimaica lak~manasca paJhata(l. 

c. riimala~manau paJhata(z. 

In their translation, Hindi takes only one conjunct at a fixed place i.e. just before the 

last word of the compound. This difference needs to be mapped in MT. 

3.9 Challenges in Mapping Gender and Number 

As Durga Singh stated on the rule lokopacilrilt graha7Jasiddhi(l- sabdilnilmeklirthopi 

lingavacanabheda(z diiril kalatra1J1 -bhilryeti. According to Mahabha~ya, the gender 
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has been described as stanakesavatf strf syiillomasa(z puru~a(z smrta(z 14
. Here the 

characters of male and female are indicated to differentiate the masculine and 

feminine gender. The problem increases in the identification of any non-human object 

where grammar is unable to explain the specific gender of a given object and the 

linguist tries to find out the solution from the cultural identity of the given object. In 

computational processing, when the gender of a given word (input) is changing during 

the translation in TL, the case marker gets changed. It specially affects the genitive 

case marker while it produces the output in Hindi (TL).the word dara!; is mesculine 

plural, but having the meaning of wife, it is always applied to female· singular. Here· 

this is to be noticed that Panini says that the concord of gender and number of 

primitives derivative nouns, and of the attributes and substantives, need not to be 

taught or approved because it has the authority of conventional term or idiom. If the 

gender of the given object is changed in the output will also affect the krdanta verb

form in Sanskrit and thus this will lead to the problem of mapping VP as well. 

As it has shown in the section 3.2, Sanskrit has three numbers but Hindi dropped its 

dual number. The dual form is generally changed into plural in Hindi. So handling the 

dual in Hindi needs the rules from the perspective of computational processing. It is 

noticed that, sometimes, Singular and plural, both gives the same meaning. As- aha1J1 

bravfmi and vaya1J1 briimaJ:z both are translated as 'I speak' by the sutra asmado 

dvayosca (P.I.2.59) where the plural of the pronoun is used optionally, though the 

sense requires a singular. The expressions like dvaymJ1, traya1J1 etc (when attached 

with a noun) having the meaning of dual and plural numbers take the form of singular 

in Sanskrit but are plural in Hindi. The dvigu compound has the singular form in 
~ 

Sanskrit. dvandva compound too is singular in Sanskrit. Even the meaning of 

ahinakula1J1, govyiigriima1J1 and kiikulokmJ1 is plural but they also take the singular 

number. Thus handling of the number is also an important issue in SHMT. 

14 Mahabha~ya, vol-II. P-196. 
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3.10 Challenges in Mapping Word Order 

It is already discussed in second chapter that word order is an important 1ssue m 

getting the meaning correctly. In the ambakartrka comentory on Yakyapadiya (2/49), 

importance of pada-sequence is written as- "na kramavyatiriktm?t vakym?7 nama 

vakyarthasyabhidhayakam" 15
• The meaning of a sentence will be changed by the 

alteration in sequence of padas in a sentence. As - ahm?t eva gacchami (i.e. main hf 

jata hwi) -7ahm?t gacchami eva (main jata hf hwi). But this is also true that Sanskrit 

enjoys the libetiy of being inflectional language. vidya buddhiT!l apek~ate and 

buddhiqz vidya ape~ate has the same meaning. Despite of being free word order 

language, one characteristic in Sanskrit is clearly shown by Dr. Ashoka Aklujkar in 

his paper16 that when the number of constituents in a sentence is lesser, the probability 

of scrambling is the higher. Thus we can see the word order in Sanskrit in a longer 

sentence where word order cannot be changed arbitrary. It proves that Sanskrit has 

also the SOY word order which can be obtained by doing anvaya of given Sanskrit 

text. The theory of anvaya is given as- 'vise~a!Jm?l puraskrtya vise~ym!l 

tadanantara7J1, kartr-karma-kriya-yukta7J1 etadanvaya-lak~anmJz' 17
• It is clear that an 

adjective should be kept before the substantive and further the sequence of Subject, 

object and verb should be followed in a general statement. The same thing is cleared 

in these sayings:'adau kartr-padm?Z vacya7J1 dvitfyadi pada7J1 tata?z, ktva-tumun-lyap 

ca madhye tu kuryadante kryapada7J1' 18
. When the input text will be changed in this 

sequence (SOY), the output will be more accurate in TL. 

15 Sharma, Pt. Raghunath (1980), Vakyapadiyam-2/49, p-95. 
16 Aklujkar, Ashoka: Some theoretical Observation on Word Order in Sanskrit. 
17 Samasacakram, verse 5. 
18 Aklujkar, Ashoka: Some theoretical Observation on Word Order in Sanskrit. 
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Chapter-4 

TRANSFER GRAMMAR FOR SANSKRIT

HINDI NP MAPPING 
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4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, transfer approach has been discussed to handle the challenges found in 

Sanskrit-Hindi NP mapping in Machine Translation (MT). The challenges are divided 

into two levels: first the challenges which can be handled at generation level and 

second which can be handled at transfer level for example, supplying ergative 'ne', 

drop of 'ko' in certain cases in karma vibhakti because of animate inanimate effect on 

object, agreement between the adjective and a noun (because of drop of the vibhakti 

of an adjective in Hindi) are all taken care of by the Hindi generator. The challenges 

at generation level can be handled by improv-ing the Hindi generator as generator part 

of SHMT is the same as that of the Sampark because it follows Sampark (ILMT) 

architecture which is based on analyze-transfer-generate paradigm. First, analysis of 

the source language text is done, then a transfer of vocabulary and analyzed structure 

to target language is carried out, and finally the target language text is generated. The 

Sampark pipeline has a simple parser, however, for SHMT a deeper level parser is 

being developed 1• Handling of vibhakti divergences, indeclinable mapping and 

handling the word order difference between Sanskrit and Hindi are the main problems 

in the TG. Here the task of Hindi generator and rules for handling challenges at 

transfer level (written as theoretical findings) are discussed. TG rules can be presented 

in SSF format ofiiiT-Hyderabad to improve the output in Hindi. 

4.2 Task of Hindi generator 

As the challenges in Sanskrit-Hindi NP mapping are discussed in the third chapter, the 

following points will be examined briefly to decide what falls under the generation 

task and where TG rules are required: 

• Vibhakti divergence and challenges in case mapping 

• Challenges in indeclinable mapping 

1 http://sanskrit.uohyd.emet.in/~scl/Reports/SHMT Jan2011/shmt-report-jan20ll.pdf (accessed on 
dated 717/2011 at 4:00PM.) 
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• Challenges in mapping compound nominal 

• Challenges in mapping adjectives 

• Challenges in mapping gender and number 

• Challenges in mapping word-order 

In Vibhakti divergence and challenges in case mapping, following task may fall under 

Hindi generation: 1) ergative insertion, 2) handling of ko case marker, 3) handling of 

instrumental se and ke dvara, 4) handling of genitive case markers in output and 

5)handling of Locative case markers se and me1i. The challenges in indeclinable 

mapping will not fall under Hindi generation because some indeclinables are getting 

dropped in Hindi translation as they are padapun;arthaka. So it will be handled by TG 

rules. The Challenges in mapping compound nominal will also be handled by TG 

rules as conjunct ca handling as well as adjective handling requires TG rules as 

compound nominal possess conjunct and adjectives. Gender mapping should be 

handled by Hindi generator because the gender of a given word is changing in TL (i.e. 

the gender of diirii or agni is changing in Hindi), so Hindi generator should function 

according to the (changed) gender of the TL word (there Hindi Generator must check 

the gender of the TL word from the lexicon). As Hindi has no dual number, the 

number mapping will be handled by TG rules. Lastly the word-order will fall under 

the TG rules as the SL syntax may not be presented in SOV order. 

Let us start with the issues of Hindi generator. In ergative handling, the transitivity of 

the verb should be checked because intransitive verb does not allow an ergative 'ne'. 

For handling ko case marker, animate-inanimate object should be checked because 

singular inanimate generally does not take ko case marker accept in-the case of 

emphasis. These tasks can be done by improving Hindi generator which will check 

the conditions of transitive-intransitive verbs and animate-inanimate objects. 

In instrumental case handling, challenges can be found in mapping double causative 

construction such as- ( 1) riimaf:t devadattena grhakiiryaf!l kiirayati (riima devadatta se 

grhakiirya karawiitii hai) and (2) riimaf:t syiimena mohanena putra'!l pa.fhayati (riima 

syiima ke dviirii mohana se putra ko pacjhawiitii hai). The sentence (1) canbe 
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translated in Hindi by using post-position se or ke dviirii with devadatta while (2) 

indirect object (IO) 1 will take ke dviirii and the 102 will take se. If (2) is presented as 

anvita text (i.e. presented in a proper word order), then mohana is the 102 and it 

should take se and, then, shyiima (101) will take the case marker 'ke dviirii' because 

the second sentence cannot have se case marker twice because the sentence (3) 

*riima syiima se mohana se putra ko parjhawiitii hai will be odd and may not be 

understood 

As the genitive case marking depends on the gender aspect in Hindi, it is found that 

the Sampark output is presenting relations .corn:ctll. But .in handling locative case 

marker, the difficulties are felt. As- vrk~'ie~·u pak~il:za?z santi (vrk~a para pak~i haili) 

and k~etre~u biilakii(z krzr;fanti (maidiina me biilaka khelate haili) have the outer 

locations but the case markers are different. It is not fixed that the case marker men 

and para will always be used to indicate the inner and outer locations respectively. 

deve~u bhiiramasti (devon para bhara hai) and deve~u siimarthyamasti (dev01i men 

siimarthya hai) have locative case marker with deva but their Hindi translations have 

para and men case markers respectively. So it depends on the nature of the objects 

also. To handle the locative case markers in Hindi output, Hindi generator should be 

improved. 

In gender mapping, the genitive case marking issue needs to be handled at NP level. 

At the VP level, tinanta form of verb in Sanskrit is not dependent on gender but the 

krdanta is. So the output at the VP level will also be improved. As- darii(l gatalz is 

the Sanskrit Sentence which has gata(l verb (which is used with masculine gender). 

When daraQ. is translated as patnl, gata(l must be translated according to the gender of 

the (TL) agent. So improving the Hindi generator will be helpful in producing correct 

output. 

2 Only some kriyiimiila verbs (which have the verb + karanct!honll form in Hindi) have problems in 

handling case markers which depends on verb selection in Hindi. For example - devmJl piijati may be 

translated as deva kf piijii karatii hai or deva ko piijatil hai. At this stage, these types of problems will 
not be handled as this work is not covering VP issues. 
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4.3 Transfer grammar 

In machine translation, a set of Transfer Grammar (TG) Rules are required for 

mapping syntactic representations of a source language into the target language 

representations. The TG engine is developed at lilT, Hyderabad which deals with 

transferring the sentence structures of one Indian language (IL-l) to another Indian 

language (IL-2). The module uses a set of rules which give corresponding structures 

ofiL-1- IL-2. In that module, necessary TG rules for Sanskrit-Hindi NP mapping can 

be added to get the desired output in SHMT. At the level of TG, basically we will be 

dealing with the syntactic differences. The very first and most important task is to 

handle the case marker which is related with vibhakti divergence and the challenges 

coming in case mapping. Mapping compound nominal and conjunct ca handling, 

adjective handling, dual number handling and word-order handling are the task ofTG 

at NP level. 

4.4 TG rules for case mapping 

Sub-classification of kiirakas may give us the idea about the possible case marking in 

a particular condition. On the basis of sub-classified kiirakas which is well arranged 

by K V Ramkrishnamacharyulu in his paper titled Annotating Sanskrit Texts Based on 

sabdabodha Systems 3
, TG rules for case handling can theoretically be presented here. 

4.4.1 Division of kartii kiiraka and TG rules: 

1) Default karta: as- devadattal;z pacati (devadatta pakiita hai) anubhavf karta: as

ghafal:z nasyati (ghaJa na~Ja hotii hai). 

2) amurta karta: as- krodhal;z agacchati ( gussa ata hai) 

3) prayojaka karta: as- devadattal;z vi~rtumitre7Ja pachayati (devadatta vi~~mmitra se 

pakawata hai) 

3 A. kulkami and G. Hute (Eds.): Sanskrit Computational Linguistics, LNCS 5406, pp.26-39, 2009 
@Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009. 
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4) prayojya kartii: as- devadatta(z vip;wmitreiJa piichayati (devadatta vi~IJumitra se 

pakawiitii hai) 

5) madhyastha kartii: as- devadatta(z yajiiadattena vi~IJumilre7Ja piichayati 

(devadatta yajiiadatta ke dviirii vi~7Jumitra se pakawiilii hai) 

6) abhipreraka karla: as- modaka?z rocale (modaka acchii lagatii hai). 

7) karma kartr: as- kii~!lta?z bhidyale (svayameva) (laka<;II khuda hi pha~ata hai) 

. 8) kara7Ja- karlr: as- asi?z chinatti ( kulhiiift kiifati hai) 

9) ~a~fhi-kartii: as- iiciiryasya anusiisanm?l (iiciirya kii anusiisana) 

TG rules: 

1. In kartii kiiraka, default kartli and prayojaka karla, drop the case marker except past 

perfect sentence where it takes ergative ne. 

2. In anubhavi, amflrla, ulpreraka karla, karma-karta and karaf}a-karla, case marker 

is dropped. 

3. Prayojya kartc/, takes se case marker. 

4. madhyaslha karla takes ke dvara case marker. 

5. ~sa~fhl-karta takes the genitive case marker- kii, ke and kl depending on the gender 

of substantives (i.e. kii with masculine, ke with honor and with masculine plural 

and kl with feminine. In Hindi, neuter gender is generally changed in masculine or 

feminine.) 

4.4.2 Division of karma kiiraka and TG rules: 

1. Default karma: as- satriin jayali (satrii ko jltata hai), odana'!l bhwikte (bltiita 

khata hai) 

2. utpiidya karma: as- odanaf!Z pacati (bhiita pakiitii hai), putraf[l prasiite (putra ko 

janma del[ hai) 

3. vikiirya karma: as- svariJaf!l ku7JcJala1Jl karoli (sone se ku7JcJala baniilii hai) 

4. karma in prayojya kartii: as- biilaf!l ~TraiJl piiyayati (biilaka ko diidha piliitii hai) 

5. karma in locus: as- grhaf!l adhisete (ghara men sotii hai) 

6. karma in de5aviicT word: as- kuriin svapiti ( kuru des a men sola hai) 

7. karma in time: as- miisaf!l iiste (miiha bhara rahatii hai) 
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8. karma in bhiiva: as- godohaJ!Z iiste (godoha~1akiila taka rahatii hai) 

9. karma in miirga (road measurement): as- krosaJ!l iiste ( kosa bhara (dura) hai) 

10. karma in sampradiina: as- pasunii rudrm!l yajate (pasu se yajiia kf piijti karatii 

hai) 

11. karma m unintended: as- griimm?I gacchan triJaitz sprsati (gava jiite hue triJa 

chiitii hai) 

12. karma in akathita: as- gopa(1 giii!l dogdhi paya(1 ( gviilii giiya kii diidha diihatii 

hai) 

13. karma in gati-karma: as- griimmtz gacchati (gava jiitii hai) 

14. karma in instruments of playing: as- ak~iin dfvyati (piisoti se khelatii hai) 

15. karma in anger: as- kriiraJ!l abhikrudhyati (kriira para krodha karatii hai) 

16. karma in disrespect: as- na tvii'!l trnm11 manye (tumako/tumhe1i tinkii bhf nahfli 

samajhatii hun) 

17. ~a~Jhf karma: as- sabdiiniim anu§asanam (sabdmi kii anustisana) 

TG rules: 

1) In default karma, singular and plural animate objects and plural inanimate object 

takes ko case marker in Hindi. Singular inanimate object drops the case marker 

except the condition of emphasis. 

2) In utpiidya karma also, inanimate has no case marker and animate has ko case 

marker. 

3) In vikiirya karma, se case marker comes in Hindi. 

4) When karma has been used with prayojya kartii, it takes ko case marker. 

5) When karma is used with locus, generally it takes me1i case marker for inner locus 

and para case marker with outer locus. Sometimes it is used as vice versa. 

6) When karma is used with deshviicl §abda, me1i- case marker is used in Hindi. 

7) When karma is used with kalaviicl §abda, taka case marker is used in Hindi. 

8) When karma is used with bhiiva (activity), taka case marker is used in Hindi. 

9) When karma is used with miirgaviicf §abda, bhara is used in Hindi. 

1 0) When karma is used with sampradiina, se case marker is used in Hindi. 
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11) When object is not intimated then animate and plural inanimate object takes ko 

case marker and singular inanimate drops the case marker in Hindi. 

12) The akathita karmas take different case markers: 

a) giiJ?l gogdhi paya(z has akathita karma 'ga1p' which is taking se case marker as 

it may be translated as:- gaya se dudha duhata hai. 

b) Root yac and pac takes se case marker. As- balil!l yachate vasudhiiJ?I takes se 

case marker in Hindi ( as- bali se vasudha kl yacanli karatii hai) and ta~zdulan 

odanm7z pacati takes se case marker (as cawala se bhata pakatil hai). 

· c) Root da~uja takes ko as well as para in Hindi translation as gargan .<iatam 

da~ujayati is translated as garga ko sau rupaye ka da~uja deN/ hai I garga para 

sau rupaye ka da~uja lagatii hai. Here we can see that the case marker is 

depending on the verb selection. When deta hai is used as verb, ko comes as 

case marker and when lagata hai is used then para case marker comes in 

Hindi translation. 

d) Root rudh takes ko case marker in Hindi (giil!l vra}m!l avarunaddhi = gaya ko 

barje men rokata hai). 

e) Root pracch takes se case marker in Hindi as ma~avaka'!l panthanw!l prcchati 

is translated as balaka se rasta piichata hai. 

f) Root ci takes se case marker as vrk.sa'!l phalani avacinoti is translated as vrkya 

se phala chunata hai. 

g) Root brii takes se case marker as ma~wvaka'!l dharmwp brute is translated as 

balaka se dharma kahata hai. It may also be translated as balaka ko dharma 

kahata hai or balaka ke liye dharma kahata hai. Here we are taking only one 

case marker for TG rules which is used more frequently in Hindi translation. 

h) Root sas takes ko case marker as manavakw!l dharmw71 sasti is translated as 

balaka ko dharma sikhalata hai. 

i) Root ji, math and mu~a takes se case marker as devadatta'!l §ata'!l jayati is 

translated as devadatta se sau rupaye jltata hai, ~lranidhi'!z sudhliJ?t mathnati 

is translated as ~lrasagara se amrta mathata hai and devadatta'!l sata'!l 

mu~nati is translated as devadatta se sau rupaye curata hai. 
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j) Root nl and vah take me1i case marker as grclmm!z a}iil!Z nayati is translated as 

gava me1i bakarl ko le }iitd hai and griimam ajii'!l vahati is translated as gava 

men bakarl ko pahwiciitii hai. 

k) Root hr takes se case marker as gramm!l ajiil?J harati is translated as gava se 

bakarl kii hara~w karata hai. 

1) Root kr~ takes kt: or case marker as griimm!z aja1!z kar,sati is translated as g/lva 

kt: or bakarl ko le }iita hai. 

13) The gati-karma drops the case marker as- griimm!l gacchati is translated as gava 

·-j"iitii hai. 

14) Karma of div root takes se case marker as- ak,1·iin dt:vyati is translated as pclsmi se 

khelatll hai. It may also drop the case marker (as in piisii khelatd hai) but that is 

not taken in TG rule to avoid the complication of divergence issues. 

15) Karma in anger takes para case marker as krzira'!l abhikrudhyati is translated as 

krura para krodha karatii hai in Hindi. 

16) The karma in disrespect takes ko case marker as na tva~p trna~p manye is translated 

as tumako tinkii bht: nahlli samajhata hun. 

17) The ~a~fhl karma takes genitive case markers as §abdaniim anu§iisanam ts 

translated as sabdmi kii anu§asana. 

4.4.3 Division of kara{za kiiraka and TG rules: 

1) Default karal}a: as- balakab kwicikaya talmJ1 udghafayati (balaka cabhf se tala 

kholata hai). 

2) karal}a in karma: as- pasuna rudra1J1 yajate (pasu se yajiia kfpuja karata hai). 

3) karal}a in parikrayal}a: satena parikrfndti (sau rupaye men parikrayal}a karatd 

hai). 

TG rule: The karal}a karaka is taking only se case marker in these sense. 

4.4.4 Division of sampradiina kiiraka and TG rules: 

1) satvasraya (recipient with ownership): as- devadatta!1 briihmal}aya galJ'l dadati 

( devadatta brahmafla ko gaya deta hai) 
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2) svfkartii (recipient without ownership): as- devadatta[z rajakiiya vastrartz dadati 

(devadatta rajaka ko vastra deta hai) 

3) kriyayii abhipreta(l (intended to relate with activity): as- patye sete (pati ke liye 

sotf hai) 

4) jfifpsyamana[z (addressed through pnce etc): as- krn1aya .\:liighate (kr~~w kf 

prasmisii karata hai) 

5) uttamar~w (a creditor): as- devadaW""iya .\:atartz dharayati (devadatta kii sau rupaya 

dhiiratii hai) 

6) fpsilmJ1 (desired): as- pu~pebkya[1 sprhayati (pu~p01i kf icchii karatii hai) 

7) ymJl prati kopa[1 sa[1: as- haraye krudhyati (hari para krodha karatii hai) 

8) prfyamiina[1 (location of desired): as- devadattiiya modaka[l rocate (devadatta ko 

modaka acchii lagatii hai) 

9) yasya vipra.\:na[1 (enquiry about): as- kNniiya radhyati (kr~f.la ke §ubha§ubha ki1 

viciira karatii hai) 

lO)parikrayaf,la (money in bounded labour): as- sevaka[1 satiiya parikrfta[l (sevaka 

sau rupaye men rakhii gayii). 

TG rules: 

1. satvasraya, svikarta and priyama~aJ:l take ko case marker. 

2. kriyaya abhipretaJ:l takes ke liye case marker. 

3. jiifpsyamiina!z and fpsitmrz take ki case marker. 

4. uttaman:za takes kii case marker. 

5. yaf!l prati kopa!z takes para case marker. 

6. yasya vipra§na(l takes ke case marker. 

7. parikraya!:za takes me1i case marker. 

4.4.5 Division of apiidiina kiiraka TG rules: 

1) default apiidiina (point of separation): as- vrk~iit parf,laf!l patati (vr~a se patte 

girate hain) 
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2) bhaya hetu?z (cause of fear): as- grhastha!J cauriita vibheti (grhastha chora se 

daratii hai) 

3) iikhyiifa..;upayoge (teacher): as- chiitrab upiidhyiiyiit adhfte (chiitra upiidhyiiya se 

par;lhatii hai) 

4) yasmiit viira7Jam (point for obstruction): as- kupclt andhm71 viirayati (kiie1i se 

andhe ko nikcilata hai) 

5) yasya adar§anam i,Jfam (person intended not to be seen): as- matuh nillyate 

kr.J~1a(z (mata se kn·~w chipatii hai) 

6) prakrti(z (raw material): as- ni(da(z ghafa(z jciy"ate (mittf se ghar;lii banatfi hai) 

7) prabhava(z (place of first appearance): as- himavata(z ganga prabhavati (himalaya 

se gmigii nikalatf hai) 

8) pariljaya(z (defeat from activity): as- adhyayanilt parcljayate (par;fhiif se hiiratil 

hai). 

TG rule: apiidcina kiiraka is taking only se case marker. 

4.4.6 Division of adltikara!Ja kiiraka and TG rules: 

1) kiilaf:z (time): as- tretayuge rfimaf:z iisft (tretfiyuga men rilma the) 

2) desalt (place): as- rama!z ayodhyiiyiim iisft (rilma ayodhyil men the) 

3) vi,Jaya(z (other than above): as- mok.Je iccha asti ( mok.Ja men ruche hai) 

4) samayavadhi (time duration): as- janavarltaf:z virilmab (janavarf se virama hai) 

5) antarala de§ab (place in between): as- tirupatita!J candragiriparyanta1J1 

bhavaniini santi (tirupati se candragiri taka bhavana hain) 

TG rules: 

1. kala, de§a and vi~wya are taking me1i case marker. 

2. samayii.vadhi and antarala dda are taking se case marker. 

4.4.7 The non-kiiraka relations and TG rules: 

1) sambodhana (addressed): as- bho rama! mam uddhara (he ramal meril uddhiira 

karo) 
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2) prasajya-pratisedha (uncompounded relation): as- ramah grhaf!l na gacchati 

(rama ghara nahf1i jata hai) 

3) samyam (similarity): as- brahma~wvat adhfte (brahmaf}a ki bhanti pat;lhata hai) 

4) kriya-avrttyantaralasamayab (time duration between the repetition of the same 

activity): as- adya bhuktva dinadvayat bhokta ( aja khakara do dina ke bada 

khane wala) 

5) tadarthya (purpose): as- chatra{z adhyayanaya gurukulm?Z gacchati (chatra 

adhyayana ke liye gurukula jata hai) 

6) hetu{1 (cause): as- vidyarthf adhyayanena vidyalaym?1 vasati (vidyarthf adhyayana 

ke liye vidyalaya men rahata hai) 

7) vfpsa (repetition): as- sakuntala asrame prativrk~a/?1 siiicati (sakuntala asrama 

men pratyeka vrk~·a ko sincati hai) 

8) kriya-avrtti-gaf}ana (counting of repetition): as- balaka{z pafhm?1 pmicabara'!z 

pafhati (balaka pafha ko panca bara par;fhata hai) 

9) kriyavise~af}am (manner adverb): as- mrga~1 vegena dhavati (mrga vega se 

dau¢ata hai) 

10)atyanta-sambaddhaf:z kiila(l (complete relation with time): as- bi7.laka!J gurukule 

miisam adhlta!z (balaka gurukula me1i mahine bhara pa¢ha) 

11) atyanta-sambaddha~J marga~1 (complete relation with road): as- pafha~I krosaf!Z 

adhftab (kosa bhara pafha pac;Jha) 

12) atyanta-sambaddha{1 kala!J saphalab (complete relation with time with result): 

as- balaka!J masena anuvaka~J adhfta?J (balaka mahine bhara men anuvaka par;fha 

liya) 

13) atyanta-sambaddha{z marga~1 saphalab (complete relation with road with result): 

as- balaka~J krosena anuvaka{1 adhfta!J (balaka kosa bhara men anuvaka par;fha 

liya) 
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1. The tadarthya and hetu are taking ke liye, 

2. vipsii takes ko case marker, 

3. kriya-avrtti-ga~wna (counting of repetition) takes ko, 

4. kriyavi.\:e~w~wm (manner adverb) takes se, 

5. atyanta-sambaddha(t kala(t (complete relation with time) and atyanta-sambaddha(t 

marga(t (complete relation with road) take bhara, atyanta-sambaddha(t kiila(t 

saphala(t (complete relation with time with result) 

6. atyanta-sambaddha(t marga(t saphala(1 (complete relation with road with result) 

take bhara me1i as postpositions in Hindi. 

4.4.8 Other relations and TG rules: 

1) ~w~~!hf relation: as- adhyapakasya pustakm!l chcltrii(t pa,thanti (adhyilpaka kr 

pustaka chatra parjhate haili) 

2) arambhasamaya[1 mapane (starting point of time): as- kiirtikya!J agrahaya~J-f mase 

(kiirtika se _lekara agahana mas a taka) 

3) arambhadesa[1 mapane (starting point of place): as- tirupatita!1 candragirib krose 

(tirupati se candragiri ko§a bhar dura hai) 

4) lak~a~J-a (point of direction): as- vr~m?I prati visyotate vidyut (vrk~a kf or vidyut 

camakatf hai) 

5) tadarthya (purpose): as- balakiiya pustaka'?l krf~J-ati (balaka ke liye pustaka 

kharfdata hai) 

6) hetu[1: as- kumbhakiira[1 da~J-¢ena ghafalfl karoti (kumbhakiira ¢a~J-¢e se gha¢a 
~ 

banata hai) 

7) saha sambandha[1 (association): as- putre~J-a saha pita gacchati (putra ke satha 

pitajate haili) 

4 Here sambodhana, prasajya-prati~edha and kriyli-avrttyantaralasamaya!I have no 

case marking issue as bho is mapped as he, na is mapped as negation nahili and kriya

avrttyantarlilasamaya has tva suffix for purvakiilikatva representation. 
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8) vinii (non-association): as- dharmel}a vinii fivanmJ1 niisti (dharma ke binii jfvana 

nahfn hai) 

9) vibhakta(z (comparison between two): as- miithurii(z piifaliputrebhya(z iif)yatarab 

(mathuriivasf pafaliputriiviisf se adhika sampanna hain ) 

1 0) nirdhiiral}am (Isolation one from a group - in the superlative degree context): as

gavii1Jzlgo~u krntii bahuk~frii (gaymi men kii1f (gaya) bahuta dudha denewalf hai) 

TG rules: 

1. ~w~~!hf relation takes kalkrlke depending on the gender of the substantives. 

2. iirambhasamaya!J mapane takes the postposition se_lekara in Hindi, 

3. arambhadesa9 mapane takes se, 

4. lak~af}a takes ld or, 

5. tadarthya takes ke liye, 

6. hetu9 takes se, 

7. saha sambandha9 and vina upapada have ke case marker, 

8. vibhaktah has se case marker 

9. nirdharaf}a has men case marker. 

Thus all the possible rules for case handling can be written on the basis of above 

discussed facts. We need kiiraka tagger tool to sub-classify the kiirakas. Thereafter 

these rules may be presented in SSF format which can be applied in the TG engine of 

lilT, Hyderabad. 

4.5 Mapping nominal in compound syntax and conjunct ca and vii 

In 3.7, it is discussed that riima(z §yama(z ca, riimasca syiimasca, riimasyiimau etc are 

the different ways to add the nominals in a compound syntax which is, actually, not 

an NP but considered. Here single and double/multiple ca in the vigraha-viikya 

require extra case as the conjunct in Hindi is neither kept at the end of the combining 

words nor used twice to combine the two given words. Following rules may handle 

these nominals: 
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1) If single ca is used between nominals in a compound syntax, the translation of ca 

(i.e. aura in Hindi) will be kept before the last substantive in TL. As- ramah 

syiimab ca = riima aura tyiima. 

2) If double/multiple ca is used between nominals in a compound, translation of last 

ca (i.e. aura in Hindi) will be kept before the last substantive in TL and the rest ca 

will be dropped from the SL input. As- dimasca syiimasca = riima aura syfima. 

3) In riimasyiimau type of constructions, it will be checked that how many 

substantive words are there in the compound nominal, thereafter translation of ca 

conjunct should be inserted before the last substantive. As- riimatyiimau = riima 

aura syfima. 

bhratarau, pitarau etc are the compound nominals which are used to denote a male

female pair but it looks like the dual form of bhratr and pitr. These types of 

compound nominal, first, should be handled under word sense disambiguation and 

then these can be translated on the basis of compound analysis. There also, we have to 

tackle the conjunct. 

Similarly, when vii is used in any compound syntax, it should also be handled in the 

same manner. When single vii is used, then it's translation will be kept before the last 

substantive and when multiple vii is used, the last vii will be kept before the 

substantive and the rest vii will be dropped from the SL. As- riima(1 syiima(1 vii, riimab 

vii syiima(1 vii and riima(1 vii syiima(1, these all will be translated as riima yii syiima. 

4.6 Adjective mapping 

In 3.8.2, we have discussed about the identification of the adjectival pada in SL and 

discussed the issues in mapping the adjective. There are two issues in adjective 

mapping: the order word and the case marking. On the basis of that discussion, the 

rules can be made for identifying the adjective. 

4.6.1 Rules for identifying the adjectives: 
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1. If two subanta padas are coming together as samiiniidhikara~w then anyone may 

be adjective. Same as, if two krdanta padas are coming together then also the 

place of adjective pada is uncertain. Here it is generally assumed that the first 

pada is an adjective. 

2. If krdanta and subanta pada comes together, then the krdanta pada is adjective 

and subanta is substantive. 

3. If krdanta/subanta and taddhita is coming together, then taddhita is the adjective 

and the krdanta/subanta is substantive. 

4. As taddhita never becomes the adjective of a pronoun, when taddhita is used with 

a pronoun, pronoun will be the adjective and taddhita will be the substantive. 

4.6.2 Mapping case marker in adjective: The first difference between Sanskrit 

and Hindi adjective is that an adjective and a substantive in Sanskrit have the same 

case marker while adjective in Hindi does not show the case marker accept oblique 

fonns in adjectives with a-ending. It is assumed that oblique form may be handled by 

the Hindi generator. So no TG rule is required for oblique case marking. 

It is discussed earlier in 3.8.2.2 that the NP having feminine substantive takes 

feminine form of adjective in SL i.e. suifla balika can be translated as suiflii balikii as 

well as suifla lac)akf. Here the adjective is changing because of change in taken 

synonym of the substantive in TL. In Hindi, acchf lac)akf cannot be pluralized as 

acchiyari lac)akfyari instead of acchf lac)akfyari. So the claim of same number with 

adjective and substantive cannot be true in Hindi while this is applied in Sanskrit. We 

can see another example: teja lac)akii and teja lac)akf, where the gender of adjective 

word is not affected by the gender of substantive in Hindi. 

On the basis of the above observation, we can say that: 

1. The -a ending feminine adjectives are depending on the selection of the 

substantive. 

2. The -a ending feminine adjectives do not change their form in plural in Hindi. 

3. Some adjectives (i.e. teja, miirjha etc) have the same form in all gender. 
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For handling these differences, we can make a list of the adjectives under these three 

categories which will be helpful in making rules for correct output. 

4. 7 Dual number mapping 

The following rules can be given to map the dual number: 

1. When a substantive (without adding dvau before the substantive) is used in dual 

number, numeral do will be added before that substantive in Hindi translation. 

2. When dvau is added with a dual number substantive, the numeral dvau will be 

dropped to avoid the repetition of do (i.e. do do in Hindi output) in TL. 

3. When a substantive has dvayw?1 as numeral adjective (substantive+ dvayam), the 

meaning of dvayaf!l will be kept before the substantive in the TL. 

4.8 Word order mapping 

After identifying the adjective in a Sanskrit sentence, the general word order in NP of · 

the input sentence can be converted as per the template ofNP. 

NP= {DET (ekal}/kascit)} I {(DET (eka!1lkascit) + N(AP)} + N + ( REL) 

Where DET is determiner (eka(l or ka§cit), AP is Adjectival Phrase and N is Nominal 

word (i.e. an agent) and REL is Relative Clause. 

In this way, the required TG rules can be written for mappmg the structural 

differences between Sanskrit and Hindi to get the desired output in S!-IMT. 
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CONCLUSION 
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The goal of present research was to discuss the challenges in Sanskrit-Hindi NP 

mapping from the perspective of Machine Translation. Different tools have been 

made to achieve the goal of Sanskrit-Hindi Machine Translation (SHMT) but there 

are some challenges, such as- case mapping in substantives and adjectives, 

indeclinable mapping, conjunct and numeral mapping and word order handling, in 

SHMT which require the theoretical discussion first. On the basis of that discussion, 

the rules could be fonnulated (theoretically) to handle the challenges. These issues 

have been discussed at the NP level. 

In first chapter, a survey has been presented to justify the importance of the present 

research. Second chapter titled: 'Sanskrit-Hindi Noun Phrase' presents the basic 

concept of NP in both languages. Challenges in mapping Sanskrit-Hindi NP have 

been discussed as third chapter to find out the issues which must be tackled by 

researchers to produce the desired output. On the basis of challenges identified, the 41
h 

chapter deals with the problem tackling aspects. The task of handling all the discussed 

issues is divided into two parts: 1) task of Hindi Generator and 2) Transfer grammar 

(TG). Task of Hindi Generator shows the requirement of improving the generator as 

the Hindi generator is an independent tool which can be implemented to produce 

Hindi translation from any SL. In TG section, the rules are presented theoretically to 

map the syntactic differences. It can be implemented in any SHMT system to produce 

the reasonable output. To implement the rules of case marker mapping, which is 

thoroughly discussed, we need a Sanskrit kiiraka tagger which will be tagging the 

kiirakas. The second requirement is a tagged dictionary in which substantives would 

be tagged as animate-inanimate and verb as transitive-intransitive. The animate

inanimate info1mation will be helping in handling ko case marker and transitive

intransitive will be helping in handling the ergative ne. The POS tagger will help us in 

identifying the adjective in SL (Sanskrit) and the other issues can simply be handled 

by the TG rules. 

This work has some limitations as well and that gives the scope for further research. 

In the present research, the relative clause is not handled because it needs the Verb 

Phrase (VP) study between both the language pairs as verb is affecting the case 
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marker in kriyamulaka roots (i.e. root+ karanalhona) in a relative clause as well as in 

a verb phrase. So VP level study would be the next level research which will be 

improving this research as well. Rules for indeclinable mapping could not be 

provided in this research due to a variation in meaning in different context which 

requires a statistical study from an exhaustive corpus. 
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